
Q1 Rate how strongly you agree or disagree with each of the following
components we are considering to include in the new South Bowmanville

Recreation Centre.
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Q2 Do you want to see other amenities or features included? If so, please
list them below.

Answered: 872 Skipped: 1,305

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Aquatics Childrens swimming pool similar to the one at the existing Newcastle pool facility 7/8/2019 5:51 AM

2 Comment / Sentiment Clarington already has plenty of aquatic facilities so I don’t think we need
another one.

7/8/2019 4:36 AM

3 Aquatics Outdoor Space Outdoor splash pad & outdoor playground, small safe bike/walking
trail. Love the rocketship park in whitby which has a small trail with exercise stations.

7/7/2019 5:25 PM

4 Comment / Sentiment The above suggestions would cover everything! 7/7/2019 2:58 AM

5 Ice Ice rink 7/6/2019 10:20 AM

6 Other Indoor batting cages 7/5/2019 10:03 AM

7 Multi-purpose conference space 7/5/2019 8:37 AM

8 Aquatics Other Outdoor Space Indoor tennis courts, small 4-6 lane bowling area for private
parties like they have in Woodbridge community center, outdoor swimming pool

7/5/2019 4:40 AM

9 Fitness / Wellness Ninja Warrior course 7/4/2019 6:38 PM

10 Fitness / Wellness rock wall 7/4/2019 6:37 PM

11 Ice Better nightly access for families and stick n puck for goalies! We struggle with ice time for
girls hockey and have had cancellations because of the Toros

7/4/2019 5:24 PM

12 Aquatics Plunge pool, steam room 7/4/2019 4:15 PM

13 Ice 4 pads instead of 2. 7/4/2019 3:19 PM

14 Ice Ice Arena 7/4/2019 3:08 PM

15 Multi-purpose Studio space 7/4/2019 2:05 PM

16 Comment / Sentiment I think it is important to consider individuals with a variety of physical and
mental abilities, including those with autism and sexual orientation when developing this facility

7/4/2019 1:14 PM

17 Design/Layout Fitness / Wellness Lobby/Admin A climbing wall A indoor playground for little
folk with comfortable seating for the bigger folk that bring them. Access to cold water filling stations
for refillable water bottles Accessible, protected, places for physically challenged to watch activities
going on in the facility A cafe with comfortable seating, screens to watch activity in the various
venues.

7/4/2019 12:32 PM

18 Walking Track I think an indoor walking space is very important and something that is lacking in
this area

7/4/2019 11:02 AM

19 Fitness / Wellness Rope courses and climbing wall. 7/4/2019 10:35 AM

20 Ice Walking Track Cobourg has a great walking track around the ice pad. 7/4/2019 10:34 AM

21 Comment / Sentiment Visit orillia to see a place well done 7/4/2019 10:33 AM

22 Lobby/Admin Mini stick rink 7/4/2019 10:33 AM

23 Fitness / Wellness Ninja warrior course inside and outside 7/4/2019 10:32 AM

24 Fitness / Wellness High ropes 7/4/2019 10:31 AM

25 Fitness / Wellness Rock climbing 7/4/2019 10:31 AM

26 Fitness / Wellness Ninja course for kids 7/4/2019 10:30 AM

27 Fitness / Wellness Rock climbing 7/4/2019 10:29 AM
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28 Fitness / Wellness Ninja warrior course. Rock climbing wall. 7/4/2019 10:29 AM

29 Other Indoor tennis courts would be awesome! 7/4/2019 10:20 AM

30 Fitness / Wellness Indoor rock climbing/bouldering 7/4/2019 10:09 AM

31 Fitness / Wellness Indoor rock climbing/bouldering 7/4/2019 10:09 AM

32 Other Clarington baseball teams have been in need of an indoor facility to use during the winter
months. If a gymnasium at the new rec centre had the capability of having an indoor batting cage
(similar to the retractable ones at the Oshawa Civic Centre) Clarington teams would be able to
practice in the municipality during the offseason.

7/4/2019 5:50 AM

33 Multi-purpose Other Daycare!!! Youth centre 7/3/2019 3:05 PM

34 Ice Ice rinks! 7/3/2019 12:19 PM

35 Ice Hockey rink 7/3/2019 5:44 AM

36 Other affordable after school programs for children of all ages. 7/2/2019 2:35 PM

37 Other Indoor soccer turf is most needed. Clarington massively under serviced for indoor turf
which can be used for soccer, golf, baseball, football, rugby etc

7/2/2019 9:45 AM

38 Other Afterschool and recreational programs. 7/2/2019 5:35 AM

39 Other Boys and Girls Club Afterschool and Summer Camp Programs 7/2/2019 3:05 AM

40 Other After school programming 7/2/2019 3:01 AM

41 Fitness / Wellness Fitness centre! 7/1/2019 5:51 PM

42 Multi-purpose Would like to see yoga and fitness programs added to this facility as well. Having
said that, those rooms should be not placed such that other activities in that facility would not
disrupt classes. In other words, not like Alan Strike as an example.

7/1/2019 5:23 PM

43 Multi-purpose We need more space for fitness classes, currently fitness programs are displaced
due to overbooking and aquatic schedules. Fitness classes seem to take a back seat to all others
since the change in leadership. It's a shame since we are blessed with such talented instructors
with no place to teach.

7/1/2019 5:06 PM

44 Gymnasium 40’ foot ceilings to allow other sports a facility to practice, such as baton twirling. 7/1/2019 2:53 PM

45 Gymnasium Large gymnasium with a high ceiling 7/1/2019 2:50 PM

46 Lobby/Admin Restaurant for families to attend while kids are playing hockey 7/1/2019 12:29 PM

47 Aquatics Just a swimming pool that has a shallow end for kids please! The only pool in
Bowmanville is the Alan strike and it's way too deep for my kids to even use. We need a shallow
water pool for toddlers and children that aren't over 5 feet tall!

7/1/2019 11:48 AM

48 Aquatics Outdoor Space Outdoor pool, outdoor volleyball 7/1/2019 10:44 AM

49 Multi-purpose A proper banquet facility that can be used by all needed such ss hosptal, hockey,
community ie weddings.

7/1/2019 9:55 AM

50 Comment / Sentiment Newcastle should be getting a rink first!!!!! 7/1/2019 3:53 AM

51 Comment / Sentiment Newcastle should be getting a rink first!!!!! 7/1/2019 3:53 AM

52 Multi-purpose Bookable dance space. 7/1/2019 3:24 AM

53 Other Bigger soccer dome. The indoor one now is too small 6/30/2019 10:38 PM

54 Multi-purpose Outdoor Space Outdoor fitness equipment. Yoga studio 6/30/2019 5:03 PM

55 Outdoor Space Outdoor calisthenics equipment 6/30/2019 2:03 PM

56 Other Child care option while parents work out 6/30/2019 12:38 PM

57 Ice Just more rinks 6/30/2019 6:17 AM

58 Aquatics If the aquatic centre could include a toddler pool similar to Newcastle Rec Centre 6/30/2019 3:50 AM

59 Other Bocce courts 6/30/2019 3:12 AM

60 Design/Layout All abilities accessible 6/29/2019 6:03 PM
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61 Ice Arena!! 6/29/2019 6:49 AM

62 Other Some kind of after-school programming for children of all ages. Bowmanville is lacking in
providing a safe and educational place for children to attend when not in school.

6/29/2019 6:26 AM

63 Outdoor Space Dog Walking Park. Outside Paved Walking Area with Benches for Seniors. 6/29/2019 5:23 AM

64 Other Children's after school programming, a designated place to have children's activities for PA
days, March Break, summer - where they can use the gym, have pool time, and other
programming. We are crying for this in Clarington. Please make space for this.

6/29/2019 4:49 AM

65 Other After school programming facility 6/29/2019 2:39 AM

66 Ice Definitely some ice rinks 6/28/2019 4:37 PM

67 Other Space for after school program 6/28/2019 3:43 PM

68 Multi-purpose Other After school program and a variety of programming for youth. 6/28/2019 3:43 PM

69 Other Afterschool programming 6/28/2019 3:41 PM

70 Other An after school recreation program would be fantastic! 6/28/2019 3:39 PM

71 Multi-purpose If one doesn't already exist, I would suggest an activity room for teens which could
have pool table, table tennis, shuffleboard, etc.

6/28/2019 2:20 PM

72 Ice Need more rinks 6/28/2019 11:49 AM

73 Ice Need more rinks 6/28/2019 11:49 AM

74 Ice Ice pads 6/28/2019 10:45 AM

75 Aquatics Ice More things for kids. More than one pad for the arena and a pool for younger kids
that they can go without the parents supervision so not to deep separate from the deep one.

6/28/2019 9:23 AM

76 Other After school daycare 6/28/2019 8:35 AM

77 Ice Walking Track Make an arena with the walking track around the top like in cobourg!! We
need more ice!

6/28/2019 7:49 AM

78 Multi-purpose Dance studio space to rent 6/28/2019 7:41 AM

79 Outdoor Space Outdoor rink 6/28/2019 7:14 AM

80 Ice Arena 6/28/2019 7:01 AM

81 Lobby/Admin Restaurant 6/28/2019 6:58 AM

82 Ice Warm up space for the twin pads 6/28/2019 6:45 AM

83 Aquatics Outdoor Space Outdoor pool or splash pad. 6/27/2019 7:56 PM

84 Fitness / Wellness Rock climbing wall 6/27/2019 6:50 PM

85 Aquatics Aquatic Facility - swimming pool where lessons can be offered 6/27/2019 4:38 PM

86 Aquatics Outdoor Space Aquatic centre that meets need of diverse group from competative to
recreational swimming- we can have it all. Programming over stationary equipment for fitness.
Great outdoor space.

6/27/2019 3:13 PM

87 Aquatics A heated pool for people with fibromyalgia and arthritis. 6/27/2019 6:03 AM

88 Gymnasium Other Space for at least three volleyball courts with ample space between them
would be amazing. At least two full size basketball courts would be amazing too. They would likely
fit the same dimensions (two basketball courts and three volleyball courts). A big key for volleyball
is the ample space between each court.

6/27/2019 5:52 AM

89 Other Kids club 6/27/2019 3:11 AM

90 Other Pet friendly. 6/27/2019 2:44 AM

91 Gymnasium Pickle ball courts 6/26/2019 6:21 PM

92 Gymnasium Lobby/Admin Other Space for seniors programs Pickleball Banquet space with
kitchen Lots of storage Privatize food services

6/26/2019 6:09 PM

93 Outdoor Space Outdoor gym equipment/recreation area. 6/26/2019 4:18 PM
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94 Aquatics Open swim lanes all of the time. 6/26/2019 3:54 PM

95 Other Tennis courts 6/26/2019 3:28 PM

96 Other Indoor turf for lacrosse year around. Missing out on a huge amount of revenue in the
winter that the city of Oshawa gets because they have a Children’s Arena.

6/26/2019 3:23 PM

97 Ice More ice for the kids leagues and adult leagues. 6/26/2019 2:49 PM

98 Comment / Sentiment They are currently used by the Darlington Soccer Club and I would like
them to remain with that.

6/26/2019 1:37 PM

99 Ice More ice! 6/26/2019 1:16 PM

100 Comment / Sentiment All are needed in our growing communities. 6/26/2019 1:11 PM

101 Other Outdoor Space We need a better soccer facility with another indoor field, and an outdoor
turf field.

6/26/2019 1:11 PM

102 Comment / Sentiment I want it to be connected to walking and bike trails, and be easily
accessible for transit users as the community grows.

6/26/2019 12:54 PM

103 Ice Ice!!! 6/26/2019 12:50 PM

104 Ice Lobby/Admin An all purpose space for the community. Homes for each of our hockey
organizations. IE Toros at one. Flames at another. Etc. Gives everyone a home. I think south
bowmanville could become a hub for all sports. Please consider a restaurant even overlooking the
pads or at least nice viewing areas and some good seating like Rickard pad a and not like pad b.
Good site lines. Decent sound system. Make it the place Clarington deserves. Money well soent

6/26/2019 12:39 PM

105 Lobby/Admin Would love to see a properly run concession stand. Would love to have more ice
space with a possible mini sticks ´ice pad’ to use for siblings while at the rink.

6/26/2019 12:33 PM

106 Ice Curling pad 6/26/2019 12:25 PM

107 Other Full sized turf field 6/26/2019 12:25 PM

108 Aquatics Slide and diving board for the pool! 6/26/2019 12:15 PM

109 Multi-purpose Please include enough program rooms for fitness activities to be held without
interruption. Presently, the yoga class at Alan Strike has been cancelled for the summer due to a
conflict with aquatic programs. All other fitness classes in Alan Strike were suspended for the
summer but relocated to the library.

6/26/2019 12:00 PM

110 Ice Ice rink for hockey 6/26/2019 11:55 AM

111 Fitness / Wellness Walking Track A stadium style sports facility. Nothing major but something
that has a bowl style and could be with grass. Clarington needs more gym space and indoor track
is fantastic. An addition to south Courtice arena would be great too with pool and gym. Is there a
meeting?

6/26/2019 11:53 AM

112 Multi-purpose 55 plus program 6/26/2019 11:06 AM

113 Comment / Sentiment I live in the northern part of Clarington, and I would really like to see an
expansion or new build of services up in this part of the community instead of Bowmanville South.
An idea would be to renovate Darlington Complex on Taunton Rd next to MJ Hobbs. I would love
to see a branch of the library, more ice pads, and programming space. It is great that so many
services are available in the main urban centres in Clarington, but services closer to home would
be very much appreciated.

6/26/2019 10:56 AM

114 Outdoor Space Consider an outdoor turf field if space allows. We don't have any such facility in
the immediate area and with the last few Springs being as wet as they are, I'm certain it would be
a hit.

6/26/2019 9:52 AM

115 Other More soccer turf so you don’t need to worry about closing fields all the time 6/26/2019 9:35 AM

116 Aquatics Lazy river 6/26/2019 9:32 AM

117 Ice Clarington needs more ice arenas!!! 6/26/2019 9:27 AM

118 Ice Ice pad 6/26/2019 9:17 AM

119 Ice Ice 6/26/2019 9:16 AM

120 Other Skate park of different levels 6/26/2019 9:14 AM
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121 Multi-purpose Teenage programs 6/26/2019 9:13 AM

122 Ice Arena - so kids can have ice time 6/26/2019 8:43 AM

123 Ice No, we have enough swimming facilities and libraries what we need is more ice time. Kids in
Bowmanville don't even play in Bowmanville

6/26/2019 8:40 AM

124 Ice Another ice rink facility is strongly needed for Claringtin. Clarington needs to attract.more
people and hockey..lacross teams...time to get Clarington on the map to be the place to go to!

6/26/2019 8:34 AM

125 Ice Lobby/Admin Hockey arena with a small mini stick arena for siblings to use. 6/26/2019 8:17 AM

126 Ice More ice please 6/26/2019 8:06 AM

127 Multi-purpose Make it the headquarters for "Clarington 55+ Active Adults". 6/26/2019 7:56 AM

128 Ice Walking Track Ice pads with indoor walking track. Travelling around for tournaments, these
seemed to be used everywhere we go!

6/26/2019 7:55 AM

129 Ice Ice arena 6/26/2019 7:44 AM

130 Comment / Sentiment NO POOL! 6/26/2019 7:44 AM

131 Ice Ice arena 6/26/2019 7:44 AM

132 Outdoor Space Functional baseball diamonds. Our arena space is also suffering as we often
have to travel to Oshawa for their ice times.

6/26/2019 7:40 AM

133 Ice Just wanted to note that it's darn near impossible to get ice time at a reasonable hour. Clearly
Clarington is growing, and it's absolutely necessary to keep up! Thank you so much.

6/26/2019 7:39 AM

134 Ice We need to have a complex similar to the ones in Whitby and Oshawa offering a one stop
activity centre, where the whole community can enjoy ... there is a shortage of ice time and our
children shouldn’t have to go to other communities, keep the money they pay for it in our town....

6/26/2019 7:30 AM

135 Ice ICE ICE ICE!!!!! We do not have enough ice for all of the hockey teams in Clarington and
growing! And also include a restaurant and bar!

6/26/2019 7:27 AM

136 Ice We are desperate for more ice time in this town. There are enough gyms and pools 6/26/2019 7:25 AM

137 Ice A minimum of 4 ice pads. This community is growing at an exceptional rate and the sports
community is growing just as quickly. Our facilities are lagging behind every other community. If
you’re to build a new facility, please build it right the first time. (Similar to building a new school
then realizing you now need portables. It is extremely disappointing to the residents). We already
have 2 ice pads, that is not nearly enough for this area. Children are missing out on sports
because of the lack of available ice/pad time for all who want to join. Please consider the Delpark
facility in oshawa as a guide for the new Clarington facility. It is an excellent, well laid out
recreation centre with a logical amount of pads and the other features that Clarington is
desperately missing. Thank you very much for considering my opinion.

6/26/2019 7:11 AM

138 Ice Walking Track Put a waking track around the arena pad dual purpose and good use of
space

6/26/2019 7:08 AM

139 Ice Arena!! 6/26/2019 7:07 AM

140 Ice 4 pad arena 6/26/2019 6:40 AM

141 Ice 4 pad arena 6/26/2019 6:40 AM

142 Outdoor Space adding a cricket pitch to the outdoor fields would be great. there are very limited
areas in ontario to play cricket and I think it would be a great addition. please also add some
simple signage on the site to indicate which field is which. even the onsite staff was not sure and
had to reference a vague description off the website.

6/26/2019 3:42 AM

143 Other Day care facilities for kids for those adults spend time during activities in the community. 6/26/2019 3:30 AM

144 Comment / Sentiment no 6/26/2019 3:04 AM
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145 Comment / Sentiment I live in the east end of Courtice ( mailing address is Bowmanville ) and
currently belong to City of Oshawa fitness to have access to the walking track at Delpark. Any
chance of a walking track in Courtice? It is faster for me to drive to north Oshawa then to the
proposed site in Bowmanville ( as it is for most people and Courtice ). Why not build something in
north Bowmanville where the building is happening? Building isn’t happening in the area of the
new site, it is happening all along the north side of Courtice and Bowmanville.

6/26/2019 1:54 AM

146 Walking Track Love the indoor track idea or something like the abilities centre in Whitby, but for
everyone

6/25/2019 3:06 PM

147 Lobby/Admin food court 6/25/2019 12:34 PM

148 Other Indoor playground 6/24/2019 6:57 PM

149 Comment / Sentiment Ice We believe this is proposed for the baseline facility. The new
development should encompass a twin/quad ice rink development and proper facilities for the
existing complex. While a neat idea to incorporate two brick backstops on the large ball diamonds
this should never have happened at the expense of washroom/concession facilities. Two portable
toilets widely dispersed is an embarrassment and was a big miss in the original development of
the existing baseball/football/soccer facilities. There are many examples of a combination of ice
rinks, gyms, track, pool in various communities. Cobourg/Kingston and others provide examples of
all encompassing facilities. We should leverage the local business community as much as
possible. Our kids will have moved on by the time this development comes to fruition however our
hope is that they will move back to enjoy Clarington after their post secondary studies and we can
provide them with the first class facilities for their children that they should expect from a growing
community.

6/24/2019 6:49 PM

150 Other Outdoor Space Walking Track Family friendly facility with monthly price to access all
services. Possible childcare options (but once this is built it probably won’t be as important to our
family - 2 & 4 year olds currently). Outdoor facilities as well. Highest priority would be indoor track.
The closest one currently is Oshawa. Too far to go and would be a welcome addition to
Bowmanville.

6/24/2019 4:24 PM

151 Outdoor Space Outdoor Tennis courts. 6/24/2019 8:41 AM

152 Aquatics Pool 6/24/2019 7:11 AM

153 Ice Ice rinks in Newcastle 6/24/2019 6:52 AM

154 Other This is a great idea and will add lots of benefits to the community and region. I STRONGLY
SUGGEST adding bike lanes and paths towards this area from all roads leading towards it to
advocate for increased physical activity.

6/24/2019 6:29 AM

155 Other Indoor tennis courts please! 6/24/2019 6:06 AM

156 Multi-purpose Area designated for senior activities 6/24/2019 4:41 AM

157 Comment / Sentiment The community would greatly benefit from a community centre similar to
Delpark Homes Centre in Oshawa (formerly the Legends Centre). We need something like this in
our community which fulfills EVERYONE's interests.

6/24/2019 4:31 AM

158 Aquatics Full accessibility, include accessible therapy pool...with adjustable floor to adjust pool
depth (Scarborough YMCA McCowan and Ellesmere has this)

6/24/2019 4:01 AM

159 Other Indoor Tennis Facilities Indoor Squash Facilities 6/24/2019 3:23 AM

160 Other Another indoor soccer field 6/24/2019 3:14 AM

161 Other More indoor soccer space 6/24/2019 2:57 AM

162 Fitness / Wellness I would love to see fitness classes offered (weights, Pilates etc). I would much
rather pay the fees to the local community then to a corporate gym membership

6/23/2019 7:57 PM

163 Other Indoor play area for small children 6/23/2019 7:36 PM

164 Lobby/Admin Indoor mini stick (hockey) area for little brothers while their siblings are on the ice! 6/23/2019 6:51 PM

165 Other A place to play squash, indoor volleyball. Would’ve loved to have seen the empty building
turned into a fabulous rec space instead of used car lot.

6/23/2019 6:44 PM

166 Ice I would like to see a new arena in Newcastle. It’s difficult to get ice time for the stars and old
building is badly falling apart

6/23/2019 6:10 PM
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167 Fitness / Wellness Exercise rooms that a dedicated to classes like yoga i.e. heaters for hot yoga
and dim lighting

6/23/2019 5:02 PM

168 Lobby/Admin Concession stand Pro shop with skate sharpening 6/23/2019 5:01 PM

169 Other Bowmanville definitely needs another library branch that is more easily accessible than
downtown with free parking.

6/23/2019 4:52 PM

170 Gymnasium Gynasium that can be used for other purposes ie pickelball. What about a seniors
facility another home for the BOAA. A multi purpose facility similar to the Abilities Centre in Whitby.

6/23/2019 4:01 PM

171 Aquatics 50 meter 10 lane pool pool meeting swim Canada standards 6/23/2019 2:10 PM

172 Ice Other An additional half sheet of ice to accommodate 5-8 yr olds who are to play on that
size rink. Other hours for training. Also tennis courts, preferably indoor.

6/23/2019 1:39 PM

173 Ice Curling club 6/23/2019 1:38 PM

174 Outdoor Space Outdoor splash pad attached and skate board board park for kids. Soccer fields
outside and maybe a basket ball court. Very family friendly.

6/23/2019 1:34 PM

175 Multi-purpose The indoor space can be multiple use. If it is a concrete floor, an artificial grass
surface can be put over it for indoor soccer and indoor baseball and football training.

6/23/2019 1:20 PM

176 Multi-purpose A teen drop in centre. With child and youth workers who run free programming,
tutors to help with homework. A breakfast club. Or lunch club In the summer where kids learn to
prepare the foods themselves. Someone to help find jobs. A housing worker to help youth find
places to live and connect them with resources they need.

6/23/2019 12:55 PM

177 Other Rock climbing wall 6/23/2019 10:02 AM

178 Other A climbing wall for all ages would be amazing 6/23/2019 9:30 AM

179 Other Rock climbing wall! 6/23/2019 5:43 AM

180 Multi-purpose Senior centre, 6/23/2019 3:37 AM

181 Comment / Sentiment Try adding more to Newcastle.. fitness center there would be appreciated 6/23/2019 2:19 AM

182 Outdoor Space Outdoor splash pad 6/22/2019 6:00 PM

183 Other Squash courts should be included in the plan. The two that are at Allan Strike are not
enough for the ever growing population of Bowmanville.

6/22/2019 3:07 PM

184 Other Turf football/soccer field 6/22/2019 2:03 PM

185 Other Tennis courts 6/22/2019 11:37 AM

186 Comment / Sentiment No 6/22/2019 10:38 AM

187 Aquatics As a working mom with young children, I'd like to see programming available for middle
aged women, like myself, available in the evenings. A lot of programs seem to run through the
work day. I'd love to swim around 6pm.

6/22/2019 9:57 AM

188 Lobby/Admin External beverage/food entity. 6/22/2019 6:01 AM

189 Ice Hockey and lacrosse are highly subscribed sports in this area. With the continued growing
population it would be nice to see more opportunities for ice and floor time in Clarington.

6/22/2019 2:06 AM

190 Comment / Sentiment not at this time 6/21/2019 6:06 PM

191 Gymnasium Other Indoor road hockey, basketball, etc. electrical vehicle charging station 6/21/2019 11:39 AM

192 Fitness / Wellness WE NEED A NEW MUNICIPAL FITNESS CENTER IN BOWMANVILLE!! 6/21/2019 8:01 AM

193 Fitness / Wellness WE NEED ANOTHER FITNESS CENTER WITH IN THE MUNICIPALITY OF
CLARINGTON!!! We are growing at such a fast pace, that although the current fitness center is a
fabulous option, we NEED some thing of this nature in the Bowmanville area to help with the over
flow.

6/21/2019 8:00 AM
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194 Other This is a perfect time to build an indoor tennis facility. There is no such facility between
Oshawa and Ottawa, which is incredible. This facility would also allow for pickleball, as the same
courts with different markings can be used for both sports. Tennis is quickly becoming a great
Canadian sport with the world-wide successes of our young players and the tremendous
developments under the direction of Tennis Canada. Currently there are three Canadian teens
(one female and two males) who are ranked in the top 25 players in the world. Many sports
experts believe that tennis will attract many of our young athletes who may fear head injuries in
many other sports. Pickleball is the fastest growing sport in North America. With an adequate
indoor facility Bowmanville could become a centre for the development of tennis players in this
part of Ontario. My name is , a Bowmanville resident and tennis player/enthusiast. I
would love to assist in any way possible with the development of such a facility. I was a member of
the Oshawa Tennis club and part of its executive for over 40 years. Thank you for this opportunity
to share ideas.

6/21/2019 7:31 AM

195 Multi-purpose Dedicated space for teams to do pre-game warmup. 6/21/2019 6:01 AM

196 Gymnasium Lobby/Admin Outdoor Space Basketball Court, Outdoor landscaped space for
yoga, picnics etc., Healthy concession stand

6/21/2019 5:58 AM

197 Other A theatre! Desperately needed in this community. 6/21/2019 5:43 AM

198 Other A better library! Many items aren’t available except for digital copies. 6/21/2019 3:34 AM

199 Fitness / Wellness We need fitness centres where there are programmes for kids so parents can
workout while their kids are in lessons.

6/21/2019 3:00 AM

200 Outdoor Space Tennis courts, basket ball nets, outdoor pool and useable green space for yoga.
Too much indoor specific listed here. Hockey ice too expensive. Let's learn to be outside too.

6/21/2019 2:57 AM

201 Gymnasium More gyms!! 6/21/2019 2:42 AM

202 Outdoor Space A big outdoor skate park. Newcastle does not have one and it's too far to get to
Courtice to use the one outside the library. We need one close enough to Newcastle.

6/20/2019 7:29 PM

203 Other Baseball diamonds 6/20/2019 7:21 PM

204 Other Something that can be used by all ages. Event rooms with a small kitchen for beverages,
ice cream cake in the freezer etc. Parking!

6/20/2019 7:20 PM

205 Comment / Sentiment No "other amenities of features" should be added; we have enough of
these in our community already that we don't need to increase our expenses. there is enough
green space, people should just go outside, it's economical and effective!

6/20/2019 7:04 PM

206 Multi-purpose Meeting rooms for non profit organizations 6/20/2019 6:36 PM

207 Other Indoor pitching/turf facility for winter training for softball and baseball 6/20/2019 6:25 PM

208 Outdoor Space An outdoor park, solar panels, and EV charging stations 6/20/2019 6:09 PM

209 Multi-purpose 1) Yoga and Pilates 2) A bigger space for Irene’s Monday 6:00 pm class in
Courtice - it’s so overcrowded

6/20/2019 6:04 PM

210 Design/Layout Accessible facility throughout 6/20/2019 5:04 PM

211 Aquatics I'd love to see a pool that was open for lane swim at any hour. I would love to swim for
exercise but the hours are either when I work or when I'm done for the day and just want to relax.
Wish I could come home from work and swim on the way ir swim after my volunteer work, etc -
any time. In Bowmanville I can't even find a paid gym membership that meets these requirements
for me - the closest place is in Ajax with a $100 per month membership that I can't afford.

6/20/2019 4:31 PM

212 Aquatics Other A facility like Diane Hamre would be great. Indoor space for the Ontario Early
Years to set up Indoor Kiddie Gyms. I always register for programs in Newcastle because they
have a better facility, would be great to stay here. Design it after Iroquois in Whitby, where people
can go to do all their recreation sports and dry practices, etc.

6/20/2019 4:23 PM

213 Outdoor Space Outdoor pickle ball courts Outdoor basketball pads 6/20/2019 4:19 PM

214 Aquatics -Aquatic centre with capability for swim meets 8 lane 25m pool min with spectator
space and large deck

6/20/2019 4:18 PM

215 Aquatics More so than any other component a 50m pool has the ability to draw numerous user
groups who are traveling at minimum an hour away (2 hours + if further east) I think its an
opportunity to create a draw to our local economy

6/20/2019 4:17 PM
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216 Lobby/Admin Multi-purpose -Pro shop (skate sharpening) -Splash pad (Park Area) -Healthier
food options -Space for team warm ups (designated area)

6/20/2019 4:14 PM

217 Ice Other -1/2 ice pad for 5-8 year olds for training -Tennis courts 6/20/2019 4:12 PM

218 Lobby/Admin -Food facilities -Build it right first time 6/20/2019 4:10 PM

219 Lobby/Admin Other -Tennis court for winter time -running track -Healthy food -big enough to
house population

6/20/2019 4:09 PM

220 Multi-purpose The need to help all people first. -First responders , Quiet , warm room for not just
yoga but all sorts of healing modalities. 

6/20/2019 4:08 PM

221 Aquatics If you build new pool please make it the proper size. The lanes at Courtice are not as
wide as Alan Strike and Newcastle. Lane swimming is becoming more popular, having the proper
size lanes increases the efficiency and enjoyment of a lane swim. Thanks

6/20/2019 4:05 PM

222 Other -Arts & Culture -special events - concert venue -galleries /museum -accessible 6/20/2019 4:04 PM

223 Aquatics Gymnasium - Competitive consideration for aquatic facility . 50m if possible -Viewing
area for pool -competitive basketball league consideration

6/20/2019 3:59 PM

224 Lobby/Admin Other Outdoor Space -Affordable child care -food services -outdoor place
(playground etc)

6/20/2019 3:58 PM

225 Aquatics Spa 6/20/2019 3:55 PM

226 Gymnasium -Gym would be better with 3 way divider -meeting rooms 6/20/2019 3:55 PM

227 Other Museum / library / cultural interpretive space for visitors and residents to learn about the
rich cultural history of Clarington

6/20/2019 3:48 PM

228 Comment / Sentiment I like all the components on the list but if things need to be cut, I would let
go of in the following order Branch Library Tourism Aquatic Facility

6/20/2019 3:46 PM

229 Gymnasium Multi-purpose Other Tennis courts 2 or 4 (indoor) Badminton courts Soccer field
(indoor) Can it be multipurpose facility to convert soccer fields and tennis (vise-versa)

6/20/2019 3:45 PM

230 Aquatics Fitness / Wellness -Aquatic facility needs to accommodate competitive swimming .
50m pool with viewing -Fitness space might be fore for group rather than equipment

6/20/2019 3:41 PM

231 Other Outdoor Space Branch library with identified spaces though out community centre.
Outside space as important (park-splash pad-gazebo area) Rock climbing Skate park inline skate
track outdoor basketball courts soccer fields - don't want to lose to gain dog park youth devoted
space (music studio/recording)

6/20/2019 3:39 PM

232 Gymnasium Pickle ball courts. Also converting unused tennis courts to this new game gaining
alot of interest.

6/20/2019 3:34 PM

233 Gymnasium A big gym like in Newcastle would be great. 6/20/2019 3:31 PM

234 Ice Twin pad is desperately needed. 6/20/2019 2:15 PM

235 Gymnasium PICKLEBALL COURTS 6/20/2019 2:10 PM

236 Other Member locker rooms 6/20/2019 2:08 PM

237 Comment / Sentiment Relocate Hall of Fame to this facility 6/20/2019 2:08 PM

238 Aquatics Expanded aquatic facility to include 8-10 lanes 50m long with adequate deck space and
viewing to allow the Clarington swim team much needed expansion and the ability to host highly
attended province wide competitions - 

6/20/2019 2:06 PM

239 Other Office space to expand Boys & Girls club programing across Clarington. 
 

6/20/2019 2:04 PM

240 Multi-purpose weekend programming and an accessible play area so all kids of different ages
can play freely.

6/20/2019 2:04 PM

241 Other Tennis court - indoor tennis facility - badminton courts 6/20/2019 2:00 PM

242 Other Squash courts 6/20/2019 1:58 PM

243 Ice Half pad , more hockey 6/20/2019 1:56 PM
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244 Multi-purpose Other Outdoor Space Fitness centers already exist, Plant Fitness, Good Life.
Instead multi purpose rooms used for yoga , palates, core fitness, aerobics. Indoor fitness centers
like the outdoor parks fixed equipment spend out along the walking tracks , maximise spaces .
Admin offices and tourism a must

6/20/2019 1:51 PM

245 Gymnasium Basketball courts, volleyball courts 6/20/2019 1:50 PM

246 Aquatics Water area like the grande prairie community centre. 6/20/2019 1:47 PM

247 Aquatics Ice Comment: Relocate twin pad arena to Diane Hamre location. East Clarington is
long-overdue for 2 new pads. Focus 50m competition pool as core to the complex

6/20/2019 1:45 PM

248 Aquatics Multi-purpose Walking Track -8 lane 50m pool or 8 lane 25m pool -viewing gallery
@ pool -deck space -fitness centre -track -multipurpose spaces- retractable seating @rink etc.
Yoga & other quiet facilities one in the same

6/20/2019 1:43 PM

249 Aquatics Splash pad (large one like Cedar Park) outdoor pool 6/20/2019 1:37 PM

250 Aquatics Accessible salt water pool 6/20/2019 12:31 PM

251 Outdoor Space Outdoor leisure skating for winter would be amazing. 6/20/2019 12:27 PM

252 Comment / Sentiment Don’t we already have an aquatic facility at Strike on Liberty?? 6/20/2019 11:20 AM

253 Comment / Sentiment Don’t we already have an aquatic facility at Strike on Liberty?? 6/20/2019 11:20 AM

254 Outdoor Space More softball diamonds 6/20/2019 10:29 AM

255 Ice Make it a 4 ice pad complex to keep up with demand. A double ice pad will be at full capacity
when it opens.

6/20/2019 7:32 AM

256 Aquatics Multi-purpose Other A pool that’s warmer for kids. Also a regular pool. We have to
drive to Oshawa for a warmer pool. We want to start swimming lessons but traveling to Oshawa is
just not ideal. We just started soccer indoors and it would be nice to have more space for kids (and
adults) to play indoors when it’s too hot outside. Because our summers are going to keep getting
warmer. And just a thought maybe in a separate area or a second floor, more room for child care?
If it’s going to be a big facility why not have a space for child care Monday to Friday. A canteen
that does pop, chips, water maybe French fries ect. For when games end or when spectators are
watching (in a separate area) games/swimming.

6/20/2019 7:15 AM

257 Aquatics Multi-purpose Other A pool that’s warmer for kids. Also a regular pool. We have to
drive to Oshawa for a warmer pool. We want to start swimming lessons but traveling to Oshawa is
just not ideal. We just started soccer indoors and it would be nice to have more space for kids (and
adults) to play indoors when it’s too hot outside. Because our summers are going to keep getting
warmer. And just a thought maybe in a separate area or a second floor, more room for child care?
If it’s going to be a big facility why not have a space for child care Monday to Friday. A canteen
that does pop, chips, water maybe French fries ect. For when games end or when spectators are
watching (in a separate area) games/swimming.

6/20/2019 7:14 AM

258 Outdoor Space Passive green space, trees and parkland. Reduce environmental impacts of
asphalt parking lot and storm water collection.

6/20/2019 6:35 AM

259 Design/Layout Other Cutting edge features for people with disabilities and families. Family
change room should have lots of stalls and each stall should have a baby change table, like at
Audley Rec Centre in Ajax. Indoor wayfinding: signs, tactile direction flooring, blindsquare etc.
Good acoustics throughout! I'd love to see Sledge hockey rink (clear boards, removable team
benches, etc.)

6/20/2019 6:03 AM

260 Ice If twin ice pads are considered, Olympic size pads would likely attract more tournament
revenue.

6/20/2019 4:06 AM

261 Other Squash Courts 6/20/2019 3:42 AM

262 Comment / Sentiment Can't think of any. 6/20/2019 12:22 AM

263 Ice More than 2 ice pads... 6/19/2019 8:36 PM

264 Aquatics Ice Multi-purpose Other I would love a set up that supports fitness opportunities for
parents while their kids are in programs. For example, running track at the arena. A swim facility
that supports lane swimming for parents/caregivers while their children are in lessons. Library
branch is a great idea so siblings have somewhere to be while waiting for siblings and not just
playing screens in the bleachers. The new double-pad arena/community centre in fonthill is a
wonderful example (except it could use a pool)

6/19/2019 7:24 PM
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265 Outdoor Space Baseball diamonds! With proper drainage so we can actually use them!! 6/19/2019 7:09 PM

266 Other Squash Courts Rock climbing 6/19/2019 6:44 PM

267 Other Clarington Hall of Fame 6/19/2019 6:31 PM

268 Other Indoor tennis court 2nd indoor soccer field A FULLY accessible facility, not just AODA
compliant

6/19/2019 6:26 PM

269 Aquatics Competitive swimming pool. 6/19/2019 6:15 PM

270 Aquatics A pool that can meet needs of competitive swimming but also broader use for rec...you
can do both successfully. Amazing outdoor space for family use while waiting; not a tradition gym
with equipment- leave that for local business but consider group programming for yoga, pilates,
boot camp, dry land training, etc.

6/19/2019 6:14 PM

271 Outdoor Space Outdoor basketball court 6/19/2019 5:34 PM

272 Other Boccie Ball 6/19/2019 5:30 PM

273 Comment / Sentiment Similar to Legends (Del Park) less the library 6/19/2019 5:12 PM

274 Multi-purpose Seniors drop in centreso all the family can go together. Also loop system (t coil)
installed for hard of hearing . Grant is available right now for federal level. Live closed caption for
public announcements and the public areas rated for acoustics. This will bring the centre to a
modern standard facility which then will include the deaf and hard of hearing. In line with Bill C81
accessibility.

6/19/2019 4:57 PM

275 Gymnasium There should be a basketball court and an indoor playground for children. They
should also have facilities for dance and gymnastics.

6/19/2019 4:17 PM

276 Aquatics Ice Outdoor Space A proper 50m pool, along with a teaching pool would fill a need
for not just Bowmanville, but be a destination for swimmers from all parts of the Eastern GTA. An
outdoor paved trail with workout stations (like the 'rocket-ship park in Whitby') would enhance this
property for residence of all ages. The location seems not ideal for a library, as it is not very walk-
able, and the growth of Bowmanville is to the north...not the south. Along with that, putting a twin
pad in Newcastle should be a priority, as Courtice and Bowmanville already have twin ice.
Similarly, a fitness centre would be nice, but Bowmanville has many private options, whereas
Newcastle has essentially no options. Greater indoor space for turf sports (expand the indoor
soccer area), as well as a triple gym. An indoor stage and auditorium would be perfect, as
Clarington has no such recreational facility, yet at least 7 sheets of ice.

6/19/2019 4:08 PM

277 Other We still need faculties for the soccer community. The field around the indoor facility has
been used by teams, both in the house league and by the representative program to train. These
fields are being overused by both sports and special events such as the rib fest. The elimination of
these fields will leave the Darlington Soccer Club without any training facilities. Other communities
have facilities that are far superior to the ones in Clarington. It is becoming more and more difficult
for our teams to compete against other centres.

6/19/2019 2:14 PM

278 Ice Other Outdoor Space Turf fields indoor and outdoor An outdoor pool Outdoor ice surface 6/19/2019 2:00 PM

279 Walking Track Low cost programs Free walking track Play structure for children 6/19/2019 12:56 PM

280 Ice Other As a parent of young children the library is essential. Bowmanville provides great kids
programs but between the lack of parking and accessibility it is to much of a pain to get into. I
would also like to see an indoor play structure for the winter months. It does not have to be as
fancy as Joe world but free for those of us that can't afford it. In this town a fitness center and a
pool would only be pushed by the upper class of Clarington. Far better use of funding could go to
all by other projects. Twin pad I feel is needed to help keep kids local instead of Oshawa all the
time. Removal of the football field to add additional softball diamond would also be more practical.

6/19/2019 11:54 AM

281 Other Some sort of arts/culture/history facility would be interesting. Perhaps a room in the library
dedicated to local history, similar to that of the McLaughlin branch of the Oshawa Library!

6/19/2019 11:49 AM

282 Multi-purpose Drop in youth centre. I like the lounge area within newcastle facility 6/19/2019 10:57 AM

283 Other 3 or more squash courts 6/19/2019 10:44 AM

284 Other 3 or more squash courts. The existing squash centre can then be eliminated. 6/19/2019 10:42 AM

285 Other Would love to see and indoor space that could be used for year round lacrosse and ball
hockey as well as indoor batting cages for our baseball community so they can maintain their skills
in the off season without having to travel to Oshawa or Pickering.

6/19/2019 10:11 AM
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286 Fitness / Wellness Exercise facilities for people with disabilities 6/19/2019 10:06 AM

287 Outdoor Space We clearly require more baseball diamonds as supply does not meet the
demands.

6/19/2019 9:59 AM

288 Multi-purpose Another youth drop-in center. 6/19/2019 9:57 AM

289 Outdoor Space Outdoor ice rink in the winter! 6/19/2019 6:42 AM

290 Other Squash courts Indoor Tennis Courts Indoor rock climbing 6/19/2019 5:43 AM

291 Other Ping Pong! I’ll even donate the table taking up space in my basement LOL :) 6/19/2019 5:07 AM

292 Aquatics Multi-purpose Other Would love something like the Oshawa Civic..full size indoor
soccer/multi-use fields to offer sports programs during the winter. Full size turf field. Beach
volleyball. Rock climbing/obstacle course. Tennis. Pool/complex like what is in Newcastle. Multi-
use program rooms.

6/19/2019 4:51 AM

293 Other I would like to see a new squash facility so that more people are able to enjoy squash in
the Clarington.

6/19/2019 4:42 AM

294 Other Additional squash courts would be well used in Clarington. The two at the Alan Strike
Centre support a highly active and well organized squash club that continues to grow.

6/19/2019 4:35 AM

295 Lobby/Admin Restaurant, something like Whitby's Boston Pizza 6/19/2019 3:47 AM

296 Aquatics Larger family change rooms. We currently go to courticr community complex and the
family change rooms are absolutely terrible. Not enough family stalls to accommodate the
swimming class sizes. If money is trying to be saved. Why isn’t an extension built onto garnet b?
It’s not very far from south bowmanville.

6/19/2019 1:44 AM

297 Ice Ice pads 6/18/2019 7:49 PM

298 Other Competition squash courts 6/18/2019 7:04 PM

299 Aquatics Large competitive pool. Put Clarington on the map for swimming!! 6/18/2019 6:45 PM

300 Other Community squash courts would be amazing! Viewing area, 3-4 courts. The renovations at
Strike are horrendous and have been a detriment to the Clarington squash community.

6/18/2019 6:12 PM

301 Ice I would like to see 3-4 hockey pads added. The region is severely lacking for ice. Could be
built like Delpark Homes Centre (formerly Legends Centre). Would allow for all kinds of activities
and ability to host hockey tournaments bringing in extra tourism to the area.

6/18/2019 6:07 PM

302 Other Squash courts. 6/18/2019 5:55 PM

303 Other New squash courts to be included especially if Alan Strike is not remaining open . 6/18/2019 5:32 PM

304 Other Programming for children after school to be included. 6/18/2019 5:27 PM

305 Other It would be great for the community to have a more social place to play squash. 3 courts
with adequate viewing and full back glass walls. This in itself helps grow the sport. The two courts
at the Alan Strike facility lack the proper viewing and social aspect that is typically attached to
squash facilities. Also, if this new Green Road facility causes the elimination of the Alan Strike
facility, the squash courts will need replacing as well. Many thanks for reaching out for community
input!

6/18/2019 5:22 PM

306 Other Squash courts 6/18/2019 5:10 PM

307 Other Squash courts with upgrades and junior and adult change rooms. 6/18/2019 4:59 PM

308 Outdoor Space Outdoor space via seating with computer access, relaxation spaces ect 6/18/2019 4:39 PM

309 Gymnasium Pickleball is a very fast growing sport among 55 plus with very little places to play.
When we do go they are packed 35-40 people almost all the time.

6/18/2019 4:38 PM

310 Other Racquet sports 6/18/2019 4:35 PM

311 Gymnasium We are in desperate need of pickleball courts, they are over crowed everyday and
are very few locations to play.

6/18/2019 4:34 PM

312 Other Squash courts should be included in the new facility. 6/18/2019 4:34 PM

313 Outdoor Space Outdoor gathering area for special events. Outdoor skate park. Outdoor ice rink
used for public skating/hockey games

6/18/2019 4:29 PM
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314 Ice Hockey arenas,lacrosse arenas 6/18/2019 4:27 PM

315 Aquatics Large competitive pool. Put Clarington on the map for swimming!! 6/18/2019 4:16 PM

316 Other I would be nice if there was a squash facility 6/18/2019 4:12 PM

317 Other Squash facilities 6/18/2019 4:09 PM

318 Other Squash. More diversity in programs are needed 6/18/2019 3:33 PM

319 Other Squash courts 6/18/2019 3:31 PM

320 Other squash courts! 6/18/2019 3:27 PM

321 Other Squash 6/18/2019 3:25 PM

322 Ice Much needed warm-up space to go with the much needed twin pad arena 6/18/2019 1:41 PM

323 Aquatics Large competitive salt water pool 6/18/2019 1:19 PM

324 Other Tennis courts 6/18/2019 1:18 PM

325 Aquatics We need a much larger pool than the Strike Centre. We need to bring in competitive
teams and be able to host large swim events.

6/18/2019 1:18 PM

326 Aquatics Large salt water pool. Competition pool 6/18/2019 1:15 PM

327 Aquatics Competitive swimming pool. Salt water preferably 6/18/2019 1:13 PM

328 Aquatics 50 m lane salt water pool for competitions 6/18/2019 1:06 PM

329 Aquatics Competitive pool! 6/18/2019 1:05 PM

330 Multi-purpose Performance area for drama and dance 6/18/2019 12:55 PM

331 Other Branch library with appropriate programming space is critical. 6/18/2019 12:30 PM

332 Other Tennis courts. Possibly 3 or 4 so it could be run by the Bowmanville Tennis club which
could move from the BOAA and give them more space for parking

6/18/2019 11:12 AM

333 Ice Additional ice time is very badly needed in this area. 6/18/2019 11:01 AM

334 Outdoor Space out door softball fields, soccer, lacrose fields 6/18/2019 10:13 AM

335 Aquatics Outdoor Space Outdoor rink at the facility Lane swim not a pool like legend centre 6/18/2019 9:55 AM

336 Comment / Sentiment Improve parks. Our parks are an absolute disgrace compared to
neighbouring communities. Our children deserve quality engaging park equipment

6/18/2019 9:54 AM

337 Aquatics Ideally a 50 metre pool but a 25 metre pool with sufficient on deck space and viewing
for hosting all level swim meets.

6/18/2019 9:39 AM

338 Other A daycare centre for the gym 6/18/2019 9:23 AM

339 Aquatics A competition swimming pool. We have 1 pool that is old that can house competitive
swimming. the facility can barely host competitions due to its small viewing area and deck space.
The club is at capacity for swimmer - which is impeding on their training. We already have several
arenas in the area - we need a pool first. A 50 metre pool would not only house the local swim club
but would draw other clubs in to train in a long course facility as the closest one is markham.
Clubs from Oshawa, Whitby, pickering, ajax and west as far as belleville, north beyond
peterborough would utilize a facility of this sort . Swim meets can generate 1000 kids plus their
families who stay in hotels and eat in restaurants as well.

6/18/2019 9:19 AM

340 Multi-purpose A room for yoga classes that is not too gym like, that is quiet and warm 6/18/2019 9:13 AM

341 Ice More ice is a must for the community! 6/18/2019 8:38 AM

342 Comment / Sentiment A one stop shop like the Legends centre would be nice. 6/18/2019 8:33 AM

343 Aquatics Pool! 6/18/2019 8:21 AM

344 Aquatics Outdoor Space Splash pad for the kids, another skate park. 6/18/2019 8:20 AM

345 Lobby/Admin A teen community spot to hang out safely. Cafe open for when child is in ice...
Mama needs a coffee or dinner.. Lol

6/18/2019 8:09 AM
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346 Multi-purpose Would be nice to have a Center that is not just specific for hockey. We should have
on that has multi use for a diverse audience and customer.

6/18/2019 7:55 AM

347 Gymnasium Indoor basketball/ gym 6/18/2019 7:45 AM

348 Other Rock climbing, mini put, volleyball, badminton, squash court 6/18/2019 7:19 AM

349 Outdoor Space We need more baseball diamonds with and without lights to meet the growing
demands.

6/18/2019 7:11 AM

350 Lobby/Admin Healthy snack bar . 6/18/2019 7:07 AM

351 Gymnasium Please make a facility with a gymnasium that can fit three or four full size volleyball
courts with ample room between courts. Basketball courts would also be able to be used in the
gymnasium as would other sports (floor hockey, badminton, dodgeball, etc). Cobourg Community
Centre (CCC) would be a good example, HOWEVER, the gymnasium at CCC should be bigger to
allow better spacing between each volleyball court. I am the club president for Clarington Grizzlies
Volleyball Club and we have hosted and played in tournaments at CCC. For ages 15 and above,
we cannot set three courts up in Cobourg because of spacing between two of the courts. The
courts are simply too close. Most tournaments within the Ontario Volleyball Association (OVA)
require three courts, some four. Right now, when we host tournaments we use schools (ie. St.
Stephen CSS in Bowmanville). Basketball tournaments are also hosted regularly in our area. It
would be amazing to have a facility where we can host volleyball tournaments and set up three
courts. There is a shortage of such facilities, outside of schools, in Ontario. It would be amazing to
have a facility like this in Bowmanville. If the facility was properly constructed (ie. ample room for
three courts), it would regularly be used on weekends for volleyball and the OVA would likely use it
for their premier events. Please consider this. Thanks,  if you would
like to discuss the matter further.

6/18/2019 7:06 AM

352 Other More turf fields needed 6/18/2019 7:04 AM

353 Outdoor Space basket ball courts outside safe bike path and side walks to the facility for all. 6/18/2019 6:16 AM

354 Multi-purpose We need additional fitness facilities for the 55+ population. Space for these
programs is very limited.

6/18/2019 5:46 AM

355 Lobby/Admin Multi-purpose Restaurant Banquet rooms 6/18/2019 5:42 AM

356 Aquatics Gymnasium Pool with over looking fitness centre 6/18/2019 5:39 AM

357 Other Library 6/18/2019 5:34 AM

358 Aquatics Fitness / Wellness Ice Walking Track A more full service Centre that can take on
the over flow from Courtice and Newcastle would be amazing. We fed need ice, pool, and a fitness
center - adding a track would be amazing as we don’t have one in the area.

6/18/2019 5:34 AM

359 Comment / Sentiment Why are you building a sport facility in south Bowmanville when its north
Bowmanville that will be seeing the greatest increase in young families that will want to use these
facilities.

6/18/2019 5:26 AM

360 Multi-purpose meeting rooms 6/18/2019 5:25 AM

361 Aquatics Fitness / Wellness A fitness centre that overlooks the pool so parents are able to
exercise while children are swimming. 50 metre lengths as our current swim team must drive to
Toronto to swim in a 50 m pool

6/18/2019 5:22 AM

362 Other Would like to see many baseball diamonds included outdoors. 6/18/2019 5:18 AM

363 Multi-purpose Seniors centre 6/18/2019 5:08 AM

364 Ice Goalie training ice surface 6/18/2019 5:05 AM

365 Aquatics State of the art swimming facility to support the community and our athletes of all ages 6/18/2019 4:54 AM

366 Other Indoor softball/baseball field would allow easier access for winter training. 6/18/2019 4:54 AM

367 Other Full size indoor soccer field 6/18/2019 4:44 AM

368 Other Frisbee Golf Course 6/18/2019 4:39 AM

369 Ice Goalie training area. We absolutely need more hockey facilities in courtice. 6/18/2019 4:34 AM

370 Ice It is vital to provide more ice rinks for the growing community!!! 6/18/2019 4:33 AM

371 Other Music facility. 6/18/2019 4:26 AM
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372 Other Music facility. 6/18/2019 4:26 AM

373 Aquatics An aquatic facility suitable for swim team/racing, we already have family/recreational
facilities in Courtice and Newcastle.

6/18/2019 3:37 AM

374 Lobby/Admin Outdoor Space Snack bar and proper washrooms at the ball diamonds. Score
boards that actually work would be great too! Finish that area off nicely rather than leaving it
sloppy.

6/18/2019 3:24 AM

375 Other Indoor batting cages 6/18/2019 2:58 AM

376 Ice Lobby/Admin I would love to see healthy food options at the rinks. Even a third party
restaurant inside where you can buy real food while you are at the rink for hours with your family.
Or the style of restaurant where you can see the rinks from the restaurant, they are great too.

6/18/2019 2:55 AM

377 Comment / Sentiment Put any new hockey/ice rinks attached to the Garnet B. Rickard facility so
all of the arenas are together. Makes hosting games, practices and especially tournaments way
more feasible. Beyond that this is a huge cost to the tax payers .... is such a facility really needed?
Or something we'd just like to have?

6/18/2019 2:40 AM

378 Comment / Sentiment Instead of building a new facility why not put the money into maintaining
the facilities you already have. Do some upgrades. Clarington is in need of more playable
baseball diamonds. Not enough diamonds to accommodate the growing need and the ones you do
have are poorly maintained or not maintained at all. Many tax paying families kids are going
without due to political and ‘who knows who’ reasons. It’s appalling that you take permits and
diamonds away from your LARGEST ball diamond user group (taxpayers) to give to non resident
user groups. Clarington does not need another twin pad arena facility. If the demand is as high as
the municipality says for baseball diamonds then maybe you should be looking there. More
diamonds and staff to maintain them!! Indoor baseball specific facility for the off season (which is
Sept to April - that’s a tonne of revenue).

6/18/2019 2:37 AM

379 Outdoor Space We need more baseball/softball diamonds. Or resurface and light the ones we
have.

6/18/2019 2:36 AM

380 Other More soccer fields 6/18/2019 12:50 AM

381 Gymnasium Other I’m new to Clarington so I’m not sure if the rev centre has badminton and
squash facilities, but those would be great and less expensive to maintain.

6/17/2019 8:36 PM

382 Aquatics Deep water pool with diving boards. Last time the survey was taken, plans were set out
but changed against survey results. Was a waste of time and expenses.

6/17/2019 8:35 PM

383 Multi-purpose Room(s) of various sizes that can be rented out for events, e.g., weddings,
meetings etc.

6/17/2019 7:47 PM

384 Outdoor Space Baseball Diamonds 6/17/2019 7:11 PM

385 Lobby/Admin Would like to see a restaurant and bar. 6/17/2019 7:09 PM

386 Aquatics Clarington is in great need of a new pool that is up to competitive swimming standards.
The current facility is at capacity and is already beyond its lifespan. A pool that is 8-10 lanes, 50
metres in length would not only allow the local swim team to continue to expand, but it would also
draw in other clubs looking to rent pool time as currently the nearest facility is in Markham. In
addition, swim meets hosted in this proposed style draw 1000 kids and their families. The boost to
the surrounding economy ie hotels, restaurants and shopping facilities would be significant as
well. Developing this type of pool would be a huge draw for the area and something that Clarington
would have that many other would not, drawing clubs that would otherwise travel to Markham to
train. Please consider this as a great opportunity for our town.

6/17/2019 5:55 PM

387 Ice Other Walking Track Huge need for ice! Would love to see ocean and a library branch
with a track. I have seen this in many locations and it is amazing!

6/17/2019 5:09 PM

388 Aquatics A competitive swimming pool 6/17/2019 5:05 PM

389 Aquatics Competitive pool 6/17/2019 4:58 PM

390 Aquatics Salt water pool. 50m lanes by 10 lane competitive pool. Swimming needs to be more
prevalent in Clarington and a pool like that would really bring in a lot of publicity and revenue for
the city.

6/17/2019 4:57 PM

391 Other A facility for performing arts. 6/17/2019 4:49 PM

392 Other an indoor baseball training facility or even more baseball fields in the area 6/17/2019 4:45 PM
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393 Ice Definetely need more arenas!!! 6/17/2019 4:36 PM

394 Other Indoor tennis courts. It would be great to be able to play tennis and have kids take tennis
lessons through the winter. Tennis is a great family sport and we would love to be able to even
rent an indoor court during the winter. Please consider indoor tennis courts. New outdoor tennis
courts would also be nice.

6/17/2019 4:30 PM

395 Ice The rinks would allow for more tournaments increasing travel and tourism. A pool, simply,
would not boost the community.

6/17/2019 3:57 PM

396 Comment / Sentiment Clarington needs to plan for infrastructure- there needs to be public
transportation available to the centre

6/17/2019 3:36 PM

397 Ice Goalie ice 6/17/2019 3:33 PM

398 Outdoor Space Outdoor park 6/17/2019 3:21 PM

399 Comment / Sentiment Clarington Gift Shop featuring products and clothing with the clarington
(and/or towns that make clarington) logos on them.

6/17/2019 3:10 PM

400 Ice Clarington needs more ICE! 6/17/2019 2:52 PM

401 Ice Spectator seating in arenas 6/17/2019 2:48 PM

402 Other Indoor artificial turf field 6/17/2019 2:08 PM

403 Multi-purpose A warm quiet yoga studio would be fantastic! We have yoga classes in Courtice,
Newcastle and Bowmanville (Allan Strike) but in Courtice the yoga classes get so cold in the
winter, we shivered even with a jacket. Our summer yoga classes in Bowmanville either get moved
to the library or cancelled, like this year. We need a dedicated yoga studio in Bowmanville in the
new community centre.

6/17/2019 1:51 PM

404 Ice We need more arena space for sports like Hockey and Lacrosse!!!!! 6/17/2019 1:21 PM

405 Ice 2nd Ice pad in Newcastle 6/17/2019 1:11 PM

406 Other Areas for the arts...theatre, dance, music...Balance is needed! 6/17/2019 1:09 PM

407 Lobby/Admin Other Indoor climbing wall and kids area like a mini stick rink. See orillia for ideas. 6/17/2019 1:08 PM

408 Other Indoor climbing wall. 6/17/2019 1:06 PM

409 Multi-purpose A yoga studio 6/17/2019 1:02 PM

410 Other Football Field with turf and scoreboard. 6/17/2019 12:50 PM

411 Fitness / Wellness Lobby/Admin Multi-purpose Walking Track Designated older adult space
for programming Youth designated space - drop in area Kitchen and an area that a dance could be
hosted for classes, and social dances for various ages. Walking/running track **** Fitness Centre
*********

6/17/2019 12:30 PM

412 Aquatics Please look to provide alternatives to hockey. Not every family can afford that. Aquatics
should be mandatory for all school age children. This should be affordable & easily accessible. No
child should ever drown.

6/17/2019 12:00 PM

413 Outdoor Space Outdoor ice skating area, park and playgrounds, passive green space,
skateboard park, splash pad

6/17/2019 11:57 AM

414 Aquatics A pool that can accommodate synchronized swimming, waterpolo, and frequent lane
swimming.

6/17/2019 11:53 AM

415 Aquatics I would like to see a 50 m pool, 8 - 10 lanes or at least a 25 m pool with 8 - 10 lanes
with electronic timing equipment; sufficient change rooms, shower stalls, hair dryers. A pool that
would enable the swim club to host swim meets. This would benefit all the community and be great
for Clarington's tourism. That's my wish as an enthusiastic swimmer.

6/17/2019 11:38 AM

416 Gymnasium Instead of ice pads, an indoor lacrosse pad for year-round use - ball hockey,
lacrosse, dry land training etc. Gymnasiums with 40 foot ceilings for baton twirling - a growing
sport but needs a high ceiling and Newcastle is always booked (but an ideal gym) and south
courtice arena is too small a space. Lots of fitness centres in Bowmanville. What will make yours
unique?

6/17/2019 11:32 AM

417 Ice TWO twin pad arenas (4 rinks added). 6/17/2019 11:21 AM

418 Aquatics Ice Rink and pool a must 6/17/2019 10:54 AM
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419 Ice Independent designated warm up room area for athletes so that hallway/spectator space is
not need over run & cluttered by the presence of both Athletes and spectators!

6/17/2019 10:50 AM

420 Ice Outdoor Space Walking Track Hockey arenas with walking tracks around the upper part of
the rink and an outdoor playground for siblings to play at during games/practices.

6/17/2019 10:24 AM

421 Multi-purpose Outdoor Space Outdoor space- a large playground and splash pad Meeting
room/program space

6/17/2019 10:18 AM

422 Gymnasium Pickleball 6/17/2019 10:08 AM

423 Outdoor Space Full sized grass infield baseball diamond 6/17/2019 10:06 AM

424 Lobby/Admin Other Restaurants, indoor batting cages indoor lax field 6/17/2019 10:00 AM

425 Ice We need more ice pads is Clarington. Put another one behind South Courtice and ass 2
more in Bowmanville

6/17/2019 9:56 AM

426 Other I would love to see another Astro turf field like the one placed in courtice. They deal with
climate conditions better.

6/17/2019 9:51 AM

427 Aquatics Fitness / Wellness Current aquatic facility has limited parking and would be a great
asset to a fitness center.

6/17/2019 9:49 AM

428 Ice Clarington needs more ice. Swim programs are not at capacity (the way that hockey, ringette
and figure skating are) Ice also doubles as lacrosse fields in "off season"

6/17/2019 9:49 AM

429 Multi-purpose A quite isolated room for yoga classes. The current situation is a noisy envoirment
where the walk in disruptions, hallway noise yelling from the fitness class ruins the experience for
me. People need a place to relax their minds to experience the benifits of yoga long after the class
is over. The yoga class should be far from the noise of the gym, pool and other noise. Make it
soundproof. Thank you.

6/17/2019 9:36 AM

430 Comment / Sentiment Copy Cobourg ls venue , it’s amazing and you save hundreds of
thousands as the plans are already done

6/17/2019 9:35 AM

431 Comment / Sentiment Fix the on and off ramps first! Don’t add to the mess there! 6/17/2019 9:33 AM

432 Lobby/Admin Skate sharpening business inside the facility. 6/17/2019 9:30 AM

433 Ice Rinks are definitely needed. Ice time is in short supply. 6/17/2019 9:21 AM

434 Ice If the intent is to eventually tear down Rickard, then 4 ice pads would make even more
sense. Hotels are there now, think of being able to host tournaments on a greater scale.. everyone
benefits..

6/17/2019 9:13 AM

435 Gymnasium Pickleball courts, volleyball courts 6/17/2019 9:10 AM

436 Other Soccer Dome! This should be an option on here. Our soccer facilities in this community
are poor.

6/17/2019 9:07 AM

437 Outdoor Space Outdoor space 6/17/2019 9:02 AM

438 Other Modify the current large grass field (the one with football uprights and scoreboard) to be a
turf field

6/17/2019 8:56 AM

439 Ice Twin Arenas!! Leave the outdoor bowl in place! We love it! 6/17/2019 8:52 AM

440 Other Indoor turf field which has multi use for baseball, soccer etc off season training! 6/17/2019 8:49 AM

441 Ice Ice pads! 6/17/2019 8:25 AM

442 Comment / Sentiment This is a great idea and I hope it proceeds. However my only reservation
would be the lack of maintenance of the current parks, ball diamonds and facilities in Clarington.
Would the budget for recreational items in our community be increased to allow for adequate
maintenance and upkeep for all? including the proposed new facility.

6/17/2019 8:23 AM

443 Outdoor Space Park outside with splash pad Bike trail Skateboard park 6/17/2019 8:18 AM

444 Ice As a family we utilize arena space for winter and summer sports. However we also value the
benefits for a variety of recreational opportunities. Ice time for hockey can always be used and
there will never be enough for a sport that keeps growing with our community. That is why I vote
for increasing arena space.

6/17/2019 8:11 AM
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445 Other New baseball diamond. Or upgrades to current ones since we are WAY behind other
municipalities in terms of quality of our baseball diamonds.

6/17/2019 7:55 AM

446 Ice 4 Pad Arena 6/17/2019 7:52 AM

447 Comment / Sentiment No 6/17/2019 7:51 AM

448 Ice More ice times for kids! 6/17/2019 7:44 AM

449 Other A dedicated Lacrosse area. 6/17/2019 7:40 AM

450 Ice Outdoor Space Walking Track new skate park outdoors would be nice bonus. Indoor track
around the arena like Cobourg has would be amazing! **Definitely need the extra ice pads though
- so that's #1 on the list

6/17/2019 7:29 AM

451 Fitness / Wellness Lobby/Admin Training facility for sports teams Restaurant 6/17/2019 7:22 AM

452 Ice Ice pads! 6/17/2019 7:18 AM

453 Outdoor Space Outdoor Skating rink! 6/17/2019 7:16 AM

454 Multi-purpose Meeting rooms 6/17/2019 7:15 AM

455 Aquatics Water park with waterslide, lazy river etc. 6/17/2019 7:14 AM

456 Lobby/Admin A restaurant added 6/17/2019 7:09 AM

457 Lobby/Admin Yes I feel also by leasing out your Space 2 places such as Tim Hortons mr.
Submarine Pizza Pizza inside your facility food court areas can offset the cost versus hiring
people to serve, but only at various times you will recoup your costume mediately based on real
estate floor space. I also feel anything associated with lacrosse and baseball whether it be indoor
or on the property outside is a must.

6/17/2019 7:08 AM

458 Ice Ice pads are strongly needed 6/17/2019 7:04 AM

459 Other Professional style baseball fields, with top level drainage, simalar to the fields in Ajax. 6/17/2019 7:03 AM

460 Comment / Sentiment Want something like Delpark 6/17/2019 7:01 AM

461 Ice More ice pads are needed for Clarington. Would be nice to have 4 pads like legends in
Oshawa.

6/17/2019 7:00 AM

462 Lobby/Admin Restaurant with liquor licence 6/17/2019 6:53 AM

463 Lobby/Admin Multi-purpose Quiet warm Yoga room that is sound proof Yoga meditation is
impossible beside a noisy group such as Zoomba !!!A snack bar that includes vegan,vegetarian,
and gluten free choices!

6/17/2019 6:49 AM

464 Gymnasium Build dedicated Pickle ball courts inside and out as this is the fastest growing sport
in North America!

6/17/2019 6:46 AM

465 Other Expansion of additional indoor turf fields for lacrosse/soccer. 6/17/2019 6:45 AM

466 Lobby/Admin Food court, entertainment area. 6/17/2019 6:39 AM

467 Other We need more playable baseball diamonds. Indoor baseball training centre for of season
training

6/17/2019 6:36 AM

468 Outdoor Space Outdoor rink that can be used year round 6/17/2019 6:36 AM

469 Ice more ice rinks! 6/17/2019 6:34 AM

470 Comment / Sentiment No 6/17/2019 6:31 AM

471 Ice Lobby/Admin Definitely more ice! With hockey growing on both the boys and especially the
girls side, we really could use more ice pads. I also think a restaurant and bar would be great! We
had that when we played in Oshawa and people loved it, especially when you're spending a few
hours at a rink sometimes!

6/17/2019 6:28 AM

472 Ice Hockey in Clarington is booming. Rep leagues have moved into 3rd overall in Lakeshore
ahead of Oshawa. We need a training facility. Smaller pad for goalie training at affordable rates...
Goalies are travelling to the barn in Oshawa... Thats lost revenue for Clarington! Players are also
going to the Barn... Again lost revenue. I will spearhead the programs �. 

6/17/2019 6:28 AM

473 Ice Lobby/Admin More arena space with proper viewing areas. Perhaps a Tim’s pop up in the
building

6/17/2019 6:19 AM
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474 Gymnasium Outdoor Space Indoor and outdoor Pickleball courts. 6/17/2019 6:13 AM

475 Other Squash courts Indoor tennis courts 6/17/2019 6:13 AM

476 Other Multi sport indoor practice facility to support our teams (baseball, soccer, lacrosse) 6/17/2019 6:01 AM

477 Aquatics Ice I would like to see 4 ice pads and swimming. The Legends Centre (renamed
Delmar Park) in Oshawa is a fantastic facility, build the same thing in Bowmanville. They have
everything from a lazy river pool to cooking classes, hockey, lacrosse, gymnasium and much
more. The more you offer the more revenue streams you have.

6/17/2019 5:50 AM

478 Other Additional outdoor baseball diamonds...there is a major lack of diamonds for our
Clarington teams. Our rep teams are having to book practices in other municipalities because of
this and we will have started losing players to other centers. Indoor space for baseball teams to
use in the off-season. We currently are paying high premiums to use indoor facilities in other
centers.

6/17/2019 5:45 AM

479 Multi-purpose meeting room / party room 6/17/2019 5:18 AM

480 Other Squash courts, build a canopy over the outdoor pad. 6/17/2019 5:12 AM

481 Other A proper auditorium would be a wonderful addition to our community, and is something
that is lacking across the municipality -- recreation is about more than just typical sports! Dance,
drama, and other kinds of performing groups would appreciate being included, and such a venue
would likely be a big draw.

6/17/2019 5:01 AM

482 Lobby/Admin Some Healthy food options and a place for the community to have what they need.
Let’s not do this halfway. Let’s do it right and go all in and build something we can be proud of.
Would prefer a more central place like Rickard get expanded but this place if done well will be
amazing

6/17/2019 4:48 AM

483 Lobby/Admin Tim hortons inside 6/17/2019 4:36 AM

484 Aquatics Toddler pool!!! 6/17/2019 4:18 AM

485 Other Batting cages. 6/17/2019 4:02 AM

486 Other a theater or auditorium space with seating. ( dance competitions/theatrical
performances)... a space to include the arts.

6/17/2019 3:57 AM

487 Multi-purpose Other Turf field(s). Meeting room(s) that that are equipped with projectors, so
that they can be used by teams or camps for video sessions.

6/17/2019 3:53 AM

488 Aquatics Gymnasium Other Outdoor Space Multipurpose aquatic facility including
competitive swimming capacity that is lacking in the area combined with recreational aquatic
space for family fun. Rock climbing facility. Courts for badminton, volleyball leagues. Outdoor
space would be a consideration as well, bike/skate park, Basketball courts,

6/17/2019 3:51 AM

489 Other A preforming arts centre would be fantastic to see in bowmanville. A building to showcase
the talents of many with a stage seating and change rooms for the performers.

6/17/2019 3:08 AM

490 Other Auditorium for dancers, performers, plays to showcase talent. 6/17/2019 3:07 AM

491 Other A theatre/auditorium space is needed in Clarington. There are theatre groups, dance
competitions/recitals, and performers who only have Hope Fellowship or Bowmanville High School,
both of which are heavily booked. What will it take to get this item on the table?

6/17/2019 2:57 AM

492 Aquatics Walking Track Full Olympic size swimming pool 25 or 50 m with 8 lanes and viewing
area. The regional pools available currently are too small to host events and are limited in their
training capabilities. Large viewing area and stadium seating would be an asset. Walking circle to
keep parents active while viewing children’s sports events would be beneficial. Additionally, the
south Courtice arena area would also benefit from additional facilities. Indoor track for walking/run
training while being able to view the sports would be useful.

6/17/2019 2:21 AM

493 Lobby/Admin Outdoor Space Restaurant/cafe Outdoor playground/ picnic area 6/16/2019 6:32 PM

494 Other Climbing Wall. 6/16/2019 5:53 PM

495 Other Indoor baseball training space 6/16/2019 5:40 PM

496 Ice Curling rink 6/16/2019 5:05 PM

497 Ice Curling 6/16/2019 5:03 PM
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498 Ice Curling 6/16/2019 5:01 PM

499 Gymnasium Other Tennis courts, basketball courts! New indoor socvor field! 6/16/2019 5:01 PM

500 Lobby/Admin Skate sharpening location 6/16/2019 4:31 PM

501 Gymnasium Multi-purpose Yoga facilities and basketball courts (like The Legends Centre) 6/16/2019 4:23 PM

502 Gymnasium Basketball courts 6/16/2019 3:42 PM

503 Ice Lobby/Admin Ample parking. Restaurant with viewing area on rinks. Amenities for high level
Rep hockey programs (dedicated dressing rooms and meeting areas). Proper proshop. Warm up
areas for rep teams. Go look at 16 mile complex in oakville and add to it.

6/16/2019 2:42 PM

504 Walking Track Would love to see the track like the one in cobourg !! 6/16/2019 2:35 PM

505 Aquatics Lobby/Admin Cafe or restaurant Pool that is accessible Recreation for individual of all
abilities

6/16/2019 2:30 PM

506 Ice Given the fact that the municipality will be losing arenas in Orono and Newcastle I think
creating a facility with 4 ice pads would be prudent. Creating a state of the art facility that would
draw people to Clarington for hockey tournaments, figure skating etc. Would only add to tourism
and investment in our community.

6/16/2019 1:54 PM

507 Aquatics I strongly feel there is a need in this community for a deep water pool and Olympic size
pool for children to be able to participate in synchronized swimming and diving which are
opportunities our children have had to travel out of our community to participate in.

6/16/2019 1:53 PM

508 Ice 2 more ice pads 6/16/2019 12:20 PM

509 Comment / Sentiment Courtice and Bowmanville already have two very good hockey rinks each;
what about Newcastle????!!

6/16/2019 11:54 AM

510 Gymnasium Dedicated pickle ball courts should be added at the new Rec Center. We currently
play at Diane Hamre in Newcastle in the gym but the play gets bumped by other activities there.
Most of the players are from Bowmanville so it would be good if we don't have to travel so far.
Pickle ball is one of the fastest growing sports for seniors and is a great way to stay in shape and
have a good time. Thanks for your time. 

6/16/2019 11:43 AM

511 Fitness / Wellness I would like to see a full gym, which will include weights and classes. I am a
senior living in Bowmanville, and I have to go to courtice if I want to do a classe and weights the
same day. Planet Fitness is ok, but there are no classes. Good life is too expensive. A gym similar
to the one in Courtice would be great.

6/16/2019 10:10 AM

512 Comment / Sentiment Public Beach on Lake Ontario 6/16/2019 9:51 AM

513 Design/Layout Ensure that the recreation centre is accessible to all individuals of varying abilities 6/16/2019 9:18 AM

514 Comment / Sentiment Definitely NO pool ... the municipality cannot even properly staff the
current pools to run adequate programs.

6/16/2019 8:33 AM

515 Ice Curling pad 6/16/2019 8:32 AM

516 Lobby/Admin A food concession ! 6/16/2019 7:59 AM

517 Other Some sort of additional indoor flex space, similar in size to the current indoor soccer
facility, which could be used not just as a double up in soccer space but provide more indoor
space for baseball practices, football practices, lacrosse, dry-land training etc. As it stands, the
soccer association use up 99% of the available “prime time” during the winter season (and rightly
so) but another indoor space would provide the ability for other sports teams and athletes to
continue training during the 9 months a year they can’t be guaranteed outdoor space. Whitby,
Oshawa and Peterborough all have “domes” or other indoor space for their sports associations to
use during the winter spring and fall. With the growth of Clarington’s population and engagement in
activités the town should be (at a minimum) on par with its direct neighbours so that Clarington
teams don’t need to travel and spend tax dollars in other towns.

6/16/2019 7:41 AM

518 Gymnasium Would love to see more pickleball courts with more time allotted for seniors. Seniors
are sub planted by school age children during summer months in most schools and community
centres and even outdoor tennis courts are taken over. Existing facilities are already overcrowded
so more are needed.

6/16/2019 2:36 AM
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519 Aquatics Ice We absolutely need a well designed facility that is large enough to be used to host
swimming and hockey competitions effectively. It will bring families to the area that will encourage
the local economy.

6/16/2019 12:38 AM

520 Comment / Sentiment No 6/15/2019 6:17 PM

521 Aquatics Design/Layout Large change tables in at least one family washroom for community
members who require them for family members with a disability. Pool with a lift and/or graduated
entry access for those with mobility concerns.

6/15/2019 5:35 PM

522 Multi-purpose Fitness rooms where classes can be held are necessary 6/15/2019 4:38 PM

523 Multi-purpose Teen programs 6/15/2019 4:35 PM

524 Ice The municipality needs to dedicate resources to youth hockey. There is not enough ice time
available in the region and atom and peewee ages are practicing on half ice. Like other
municipalities in our region, children should have access to the full ice rink to encourage player
development. For this reason, at least two additional ice surfaces are imperative.

6/15/2019 4:28 PM

525 Ice Multi-purpose An ice pad to accommodate the new change to under 7 hockey, half ice,
boards not having to be assembled each game. Youth activities, as there is nothing for teenager
or even kids to do in area, such as a youth room.

6/15/2019 12:09 PM

526 Aquatics Fitness / Wellness I would like to have a facility with an Olympic size swimming pool
with 10 lanes large enough deck and Spector viewing area. Along with this facility you have
gymnasium with a walking running track - accessible to all people in the community. A facility
providing meeting rooms, fitness facility- state of the art . A facility providing inclusivity for all
members of the community. A wise investment for the health and well-being of all the people of the
Clarington community.

6/15/2019 11:41 AM

527 Aquatics A pool to be compliant with competitive swimming (Swim Canada) requirements to host
major competitions. The pool should be 8-10 Long Course (50m) lanes but at minimum eight 25m
lanes with appropriate deck space and viewing. This could bring revenue to the community.

6/15/2019 11:34 AM

528 Aquatics Lobby/Admin Other Outdoor Space Beach Volleyball courts outside. Licensed
restaurant with patio. Indoor tennis courts. Lots of Parking. Pool with water slides

6/15/2019 11:09 AM

529 Aquatics An all deep pool. The region needs more aquatic programming like diving and
synchronized swimming with the proper facilities for it!!!!

6/15/2019 11:01 AM

530 Gymnasium Basketball court! 6/15/2019 10:04 AM

531 Aquatics Accessible the way it is now the municipality already has to pools which are not
accessible as they do not have a lift to get into either unlike in the United States where every
single pool has lifts to take you in and out it's about time we got up to date with accessibility not a
ramp that require somebody else to help you

6/15/2019 10:00 AM

532 Gymnasium Pickle Ball courts! This is an up and coming sport for seniors as well as young
people! This is a top priority!

6/15/2019 8:48 AM

533 Other Afterschool programming options for children? 3rd party like boys and girls Club or
municipal operated

6/15/2019 8:46 AM

534 Gymnasium Pickleball is the fastest growing sport in North America, pickleball courts in a new
gymnasium will attract all age groups, if you build it they will come

6/15/2019 7:57 AM

535 Aquatics If a pool is included make it a real pool not a leisure pool. 6/15/2019 5:57 AM

536 Ice Ensure the ice has adequate viewing and spectator space. Hockey is popular in Clarington
and continues to grow

6/15/2019 5:45 AM

537 Aquatics Swimming and cycling are the two best activities to participate in as we age. Swimming
is an essential skill for young children from a safety perspective. My child has represented
Clarington at Olympic Trials in 2016 as a competitive swimmer and hopes to do so again in 2020.
If we had a first class aquatic facility with pool side viewing hosted swim meets would become a
regular occurrence brining visitors to our beautiful community on a regular basis. Of all the
activities our family has participated in over the years the the one most impacted my the lack of
quality of and access to facilities was swimming.

6/15/2019 5:33 AM

538 Gymnasium Pickleball courts 6/15/2019 5:33 AM

539 Aquatics Competitive swim pool that would comply with swim Canada requirements to support
competitive swimming for both youth and masters programs.

6/15/2019 5:10 AM
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540 Gymnasium Pickle Ball? 6/15/2019 4:32 AM

541 Gymnasium Pickleball courts please. 6/15/2019 4:15 AM

542 Gymnasium Indoor Pickleball courts 6/15/2019 4:01 AM

543 Gymnasium pickelball courts 6/15/2019 3:43 AM

544 Gymnasium Multi use courts for Pickleball, basketball, volleyball, etc. 6/15/2019 3:37 AM

545 Gymnasium Pickleball courts 6/15/2019 3:25 AM

546 Gymnasium Pickleball courts 6/15/2019 3:16 AM

547 Gymnasium Pickleball courts. 6/15/2019 2:24 AM

548 Gymnasium We would like to see more pickle ball courts. Pickle ball is the fastest growing sport
in North America and the need for more courts will continue to increase. This sport has taken off in
the over 50 group but now we are seeing people off all ages wanting to play.

6/15/2019 1:37 AM

549 Multi-purpose Youth centre, outdoor washrooms for ball diamonds 6/14/2019 6:50 PM

550 Aquatics Gymnasium Ice Outdoor Space Pickle ball , Aquafit , skating , skate board park,
basketball course

6/14/2019 6:41 PM

551 Aquatics Gymnasium Other Wave pool and slides Olympic size pool/outdoor pool attached
Rock wall climbing Center Badminton courts for drop in and Badminton club Indoor pad for
inline/lacrosse-no grass 4 ice pads

6/14/2019 6:15 PM

552 Gymnasium Pickleball and volleyball courts 6/14/2019 6:10 PM

553 Gymnasium Indoor pickleball courts. Our 55+ seniors have grown in numbers and go to
surrounding communities to play this sport. Bowmanville seems to be only town in Durham region
without a facility. Need permanent indoor courts for pickleball only.

6/14/2019 5:28 PM

554 Gymnasium We definitely need indoor pickleball courts. Sport has grown in large numbers
especially the 55+ seniors keeping fit. With Bowmanville's growth of population, we are the only
town in durham that doesn't have courts. Newc

6/14/2019 5:08 PM

555 Gymnasium Definitely indoor pickleball courts as the sport has become very popular especially
with the 55+ population to remain fit.

6/14/2019 4:57 PM

556 Comment / Sentiment Please do not take away any of the field space that is already in place.
Instead of planning an arena....fix the baseball diamonds and provide washrooms!!!!

6/14/2019 4:38 PM

557 Design/Layout Other A childcare facility. Large change rooms with many lockers. 6/14/2019 4:35 PM

558 Other squash courts - members change room with showers that stay on 6/14/2019 4:28 PM

559 Outdoor Space Splash pad, soccer field 6/14/2019 2:53 PM

560 Multi-purpose Outdoor Space Adaptable community space that can be rented and changed up
as needed. AV, moveable seating, large enough to hold large events. (250+) Outdoor space for
families for play and picnics etc.

6/14/2019 2:08 PM

561 Comment / Sentiment Please stop building infrastructure. Bowmanville used to be a nice small 
town growing up and now it's a **** hole.

6/14/2019 1:37 PM

562 Other soccer pitch 6/14/2019 1:28 PM

563 Comment / Sentiment Markham has a great indoor play centre for children in one of their
community centres! It is a wonderful idea and I'm sure would generate a lot of revenue.

6/14/2019 1:15 PM

564 Lobby/Admin Multi-purpose A place to eat or drink other than just a snack bar would be handy.
Maybe an area to host events or parties if none of the other areas mentioned can not
accommodate this. I think this is a great idea. I’m thrilled to learn about this project.

6/14/2019 1:00 PM

565 Gymnasium Pickle ball courts inside or outside please! 6/14/2019 12:59 PM

566 Gymnasium Pickle ball courts inside or outside please! 6/14/2019 12:58 PM

567 Outdoor Space Outdoor space with calisthenics equipment. Maybe a splash pad and kids park 6/14/2019 12:31 PM

568 Aquatics Gymnasium Ice Walking Track I would love to see an 8-10 lane 50 metre long
course pool. With sufficient deck space and viewing to host proper swim meets. A track and gym
would be wonderful. A one stop shop with ice pads would be great! Similar to the facility in Quinte

6/14/2019 11:50 AM
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569 Comment / Sentiment Tourism seems good where it is i.e. coming off the 401 from East or West.
Please, no more arenas!

6/14/2019 11:14 AM

570 Other Children’s programs! 6/14/2019 11:04 AM

571 Multi-purpose Community, meaning a group of people with common interests, living in the same
area including everyone. I see a great need to help our first res-ponders our Police , Ambulance ,
Veterans, Battered women, Recovering addicts, First Nations People, anyone who has under
gone Trauma or just stressed out people experiencing burn out. This is the majority of the
population. Maybe this is you! Restorative Yoga , Yin Yoga, any form of Yoga is very Therapeutic
and stress relieving. It's been scientifically proven to slow the aging process and help people rise
out of depression. Not every one responds to spoken therapies. I have been teaching these and
other modalities for 20 years and the other facilities are just to noisy for these sensitive people.
There are many qualified practitioners around that would thrive in such a facility. This would be a
leading edge move on your part to build a safe , warm, and quiet place. People would come from
far and wide when they hear of such a place. People say to me " I Love your class and what you
do but it's just to noisy and cold in here " and they don't come back. So all that is needed is a quiet,
warm place for people to heal. Build it and they will come! Thanks 

6/14/2019 10:56 AM

572 Gymnasium Pickleball courts 6/14/2019 10:48 AM

573 Outdoor Space DOG PARK! one dog park (in a bad location) is not enough with how much
Bowmanville has grown/is growing

6/14/2019 10:46 AM

574 Gymnasium Pickleball is hugely growing in popularity. If a gymnasium is to be included in the
new centre it would be relatively simple and inexpensive to have pickleball courts painted on the
floor and install floor sockets for net posts. These same courts can then also be used for
badminton, as is done in the Newcastle rec centre.

6/14/2019 10:39 AM

575 Other Rock Climbing Wall 6/14/2019 8:28 AM

576 Comment / Sentiment I feel that all is covered in the list above. Most importantly it would be nice
to have a recreation facility that can be used by all ages!

6/14/2019 8:12 AM

577 Gymnasium I would love to see more pickleball courts. 6/14/2019 8:08 AM

578 Would like to see facility that will accommodate pickleball courts as this sport is growing so fast it
is hard to keep up with the demand.

6/14/2019 8:03 AM

579 Aquatics Salt water pool. Wave pool. Excellent tourist attraction, and health benefits. More
Aquafit times. Too structured to only one early morning class a day occasional afternoon and late
evenings. Add two back to back classes. Aquafit Not accessible to parents with school age children
who would like to attend, due to bus/school times. Aquafit seems to be predominantly made
accessible to older adults. If life guarding is issue allow times at noon hour, or early afternoon/
evening 3 pm to 6 pm when highschool life guards available for more employment opportunities.
We have lots of pools and every pool has same schedule, change it up.

6/14/2019 7:57 AM

580 Outdoor Space An outdoor ice rink, a turf field for lacrosse, a dog park 6/14/2019 7:35 AM

581 Gymnasium Gym with a high ceiling for baton twirlers. a community space for warm ups for ice
users before they can go on the ice. office space storage space

6/14/2019 7:05 AM

582 Aquatics Pools with separate Adult and fun Children sections for indoor winter recreation! Maybe
even add some spa features and tropical decor to attract an alternative to "winter blues escape
trips"

6/14/2019 6:34 AM

583 Gymnasium The town of Clarington requires many more pickleball courts Strongly agree!! 6/14/2019 6:05 AM

584 Gymnasium Please build on as many pickleball courts as possibe. Make sure designers get
input from players.

6/14/2019 5:40 AM

585 Multi-purpose The Clarington air cadets have no set space to call their own. This facility would
allow them to take care of their needs a parade square in the gymnasium, place to do their fitness
and sports events and qualifications, areas to do band and drill and ceremonial and hopefully an
area to store a small amount of materials, ie printer, registration forms, required documentation.
The program benefits youth between the ages of 12-19, then many take on the task of becoming
officers for the future youth.

6/14/2019 5:18 AM
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586 Gymnasium Pickleball and Badminton are very popular sports with seniors. Pickleball especially
is growing, however, as a player I have to travel to Pickering or Toronto to find indoor or outdoor
pickle ball courts. This sport started out as a senior activity but have now grown to include all ages.
Pickle Ball tournaments now have entries of 100 to 300 players. It is a pity that we have no indoor
or outdoor pickleball courts available in Clarington.

6/14/2019 5:06 AM

587 Gymnasium Indoor and outdoor dedicated pickleball courts. This is the fastest growing sport for
the young and old and in between in North America - our communities should keep up with the
demand.

6/14/2019 4:32 AM

588 Other Inflatable dome that can house indoor sports like baseball, soccer 6/14/2019 4:19 AM

589 Other A big indoor dome with turf and netting that our baseball teams could use in winter months
just like Whitby and surrounding areas have. Same type of idea as the indoor soccer in
Bowmanville but for baseball and other sports.

6/14/2019 4:14 AM

590 Comment / Sentiment It would be nice to see you use the money to improve some of the outdoor
facilities that are in the area and maybe hire more staff to handle them to keep our kids active and
outside. Too many times the sporting events are cancelled

6/14/2019 3:33 AM

591 Ice Ice team is a growing issue in Clarington. Make a twin ice pad and put a walking track or
whatever else people want in there. The priority needs to be a twin pad. ESP. Considering how
much money parents pump into hockey!!

6/14/2019 3:28 AM

592 Gymnasium Pickleball Courts 6/14/2019 2:43 AM

593 Gymnasium I would like to see Pickleball courts. This sport is one of the fastest growing sports in
North America.

6/14/2019 2:30 AM

594 Design/Layout Ice Lobby/Admin FULLY AND TOTALLY ACCESSIBLE ... PARA SPORT
ABLE ... Arena prepared for sledge hockey snack bar ... water play area ...

6/13/2019 8:09 PM

595 Gymnasium Pickleball courts inside and outside. 6/13/2019 7:53 PM

596 Gymnasium We, , have voluntarily run a drop-in Pickleball club for 5+
years, renting the gym at Courtice Secondary School, Mondays 7:15 pm - 10:00 pm and Saturday
1:00 pm - 3:00 pm. Set-up is for 4 courts only, accommodating 16 players at a time. The number of
participants has increased over the years, currently at 75, and this venue cannot accommodate
enough players at a time. Most of our membership are 55+ in age and we would like to encourage
the youth and mid-age to learn the game. Also, we are governed by the KPRDSB calendar which
provides restrictions such as Stat Holidays on Mondays, holidays on Fridays whereby custodial
staff do not work on Saturdays, special school activities trump our scheduled play time and school
closure for the summer months. We would appreciate not only indoor courts but outdoor as well.
Please see www.pickleballontario.org Pickleball Association of Ontario. We are a fast growing
group who wish to engage in athletic wellness!

6/13/2019 6:52 PM

597 Comment / Sentiment Skatepark in Newcastle 6/13/2019 6:36 PM

598 Lobby/Admin Some sort of restaurant like inside Iroquois park. ( pizza and snack bar ). As well as
a pro shop for skate sharpening and misc sports items. Would be ideal.

6/13/2019 6:23 PM

599 Gymnasium Pickell ball 6/13/2019 6:21 PM

600 Lobby/Admin A restaurant/place to eat on location other than a snack bar that’s rarely open or
doesn’t offer much selection. Similar to Legends in Oshawa.

6/13/2019 6:01 PM

601 Other Turf soccer fields 6/13/2019 5:58 PM

602 Other More indoor soccer fields 6/13/2019 5:32 PM

603 Fitness / Wellness Fitness classes Spin classes 6/13/2019 5:08 PM

604 Gymnasium Pickleball facilities for older adults. 6/13/2019 5:06 PM

605 Other Indoor play ground for children for use in the winter or inclement weather days :) 6/13/2019 5:03 PM

606 Gymnasium Pickleball courts! Both indoors and outdoors are badly needed. 6/13/2019 4:57 PM

607 Other Full-size indoor soccer pitch 6/13/2019 4:43 PM

608 Gymnasium Pickleball courts 6/13/2019 4:40 PM

609 Ice Other Some form of fencing equipment or program with rentals, also skate rentals if there is
a rink.

6/13/2019 4:38 PM
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610 Lobby/Admin Snack bar, skate sharpening facility 6/13/2019 4:38 PM

611 Gymnasium Indoor pickleball courts 6/13/2019 4:35 PM

612 Multi-purpose Walking Track I feel the facility should have features that are somewhat flexible
in use, rooms that can have a fitness class or meeting room, gym that can be divided for more
than one use. Also with last winter having ice which makes it difficult to walk outside one or more
indoor track would be useful. As our population is aging as whole promoting activities e,g, walking
would be useful. An idea for a goal for this new facility would be promoting healthy lifestyle for all
ages not just those who are more athletic inclined. An ice twin ice pad has limited use for the
young child or new mother or adults that are aging or have mobility issues.

6/13/2019 3:37 PM

613 Gymnasium More Pickleball courts!!!! 6/13/2019 3:23 PM

614 Gymnasium Pickleball is the fastest growing sport, not only among active seniors, but more and
more young people are engaging is this sport at various levels of play ... from recreational to
competitive. The existing facilities are inadequate to meet this rapidly expanding need. Please
consider adding indoor and/or outdoor courts to accommodate this sport.

6/13/2019 3:09 PM

615 Gymnasium Pickleball courts PLEASE! 6/13/2019 3:05 PM

616 Gymnasium pickelball courts indoor and outdoor 6/13/2019 3:05 PM

617 Gymnasium Pickleball courts in both indoor and outdoor facilities would greatly be appreciated.
Pickleball is a fast growing sport. Indoor pickleball courts in the surrounding Durham and
Clarington regions are extremely well used and very busy during allowed times. The sport is
played by a wide age group.

6/13/2019 3:00 PM

618 Gymnasium Pickleball courts and times. Growing sport is running out of venues, especially
during daytime hours.

6/13/2019 2:58 PM

619 Aquatics Infant/toddler heated wading pool Hot tub, Sauna 6/13/2019 2:36 PM

620 Gymnasium Outdoor Pickleball courts are severely lacking in the area. Would be great if you
added 3-6 dedicated Pickleball outdoor courts. In for indoor Pickleball, paint the nvz line on
existing badminton courts.

6/13/2019 1:23 PM

621 Gymnasium What your missing is that Pickleball is the fastest growing sport in Canada, your
missing a very big part of what could be for all ages, and P.O. will help. Convener off
the Port Perry PickleBall Club 220 members

6/13/2019 1:11 PM

622 Aquatics Pool with 6+ lanes (allows for hosting of swim meets [revenue]); 2 pools (aquafit
depth/swim lessons and lane pool) Child minding space

6/13/2019 1:06 PM

623 Gymnasium Indoor and outdoor pickleball courts please! And for all ages! It’s no longer a sport
just for “seniors” !

6/13/2019 12:49 PM

624 Gymnasium Pickleball is the fastest growing sport in North America. Local experienced players
currently travel to Markham etc to play. 2 courts use the space of 1 tennis court outdoors or share
badminton court ondoors. Newcastle is unsafe for Pickleball and no tournaments can be played
there. Tournaments are extremely lucrative for any municipality. Upto 300 participants ts can be
expected for a weekend.

6/13/2019 12:47 PM

625 Gymnasium Pickleball courts. Indoor and outdoor. Fastest growing game in North America. 6/13/2019 12:28 PM

626 Gymnasium The sport of pickleball is considered the fastest growing sport in North America.this
should be taken into consideration for clarington to provide leadership two other communities with
services meeting current market trends

6/13/2019 12:20 PM

627 Gymnasium Pickleball courts 6/13/2019 12:06 PM

628 Gymnasium Pickleball courts in and outdoors 6/13/2019 11:47 AM

629 Gymnasium More time and courts for Pickleball 6/13/2019 11:42 AM

630 Gymnasium Indoor and outdoor Pickleball 6/13/2019 11:12 AM

631 Other More indoor soccer fields!!!! 6/13/2019 10:54 AM

632 Gymnasium Gym time or courts for Pickleball 6/13/2019 10:47 AM

633 Aquatics Competition Sized Swim Facility 6/13/2019 10:41 AM

634 Gymnasium Pickleball courts 6/13/2019 10:39 AM
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635 Gymnasium Indoor and.outdoor.dedicated Pixkleball courts 6/13/2019 10:31 AM

636 Aquatics Definitely a pool with slide and toddler pool. Existing pool in Bowmanville is not ideal for
kids!

6/13/2019 9:48 AM

637 Multi-purpose Agility training facility for dryland training, indoor turf specific for bootcamps, cross-
fit Quiet room for yoga that feels like a real yoga studio

6/13/2019 9:25 AM

638 Outdoor Space outdoor playground or splash pad 6/13/2019 9:19 AM

639 Aquatics Other I really hope a library branch goes in there. It's so handy to have a library at the
Courtice Community Centre. It gives my son something to do while his older brother is in
swimming lessons.

6/13/2019 8:33 AM

640 Gymnasium I am a resident of Clarington. Pickleball is one of the fastest growing sports currently
in the world. It has the benefit that players of ALL ages can take part in this recreation or
competitive sport / activity, at a low cost for everyone. Many other area surrounding Clarington
have rapidly developed facilities to accommodate this sport. Therefore I would like to see part of
this new complex dedicated to the sport of Pickleball

6/13/2019 6:21 AM

641 Outdoor Space Dog park 6/13/2019 5:53 AM

642 Ice Rickards is aging eventually it will need repairs best to get ahead of the game and get
replacement ready

6/13/2019 5:28 AM

643 Gymnasium Full court gym with lots of nets 6/13/2019 2:59 AM

644 Comment / Sentiment More schedule activities for toddlers that occur in the evening or weekend
to accommodate working parents. Many of the recreation activities in the guide are only offered
during the day which doesn’t accommodate my family.

6/13/2019 2:53 AM

645 Outdoor Space Outdoor running /walking trail around park . 6/12/2019 6:09 PM

646 Comment / Sentiment Drop in programs for 6mos and up 6/12/2019 5:51 PM

647 Other Banquet hall with kitchen 6/12/2019 5:42 PM

648 Other Rockwall 6/12/2019 5:35 PM

649 Comment / Sentiment I hope that the Municipality builds a COMMUNITY centre and not just
another Recreation Centre. Let's see the arts! Let's see culture!

6/12/2019 5:19 PM

650 Ice I would strongly recommend a twin pad arena with walking track and gym it will be a
community hub. I was in Fonthill ON a few weeks ago and it makes s great center

6/12/2019 5:13 PM

651 Aquatics Kiddie pool that isn’t as cold as the current pool in Bowmanville 6/12/2019 3:07 PM

652 Aquatics Gymnasium Ice Multi-purpose Can you please build a new gym and some flex
space for community uses. A pool and an arena would be good, but would have to make it a
significantly large facility if it were up to me.

6/12/2019 12:19 PM

653 Outdoor Space A Skatepark. Bowmanville skatepark is very old and run down, a new one would
be amazing.

6/12/2019 12:17 PM

654 Other Rock climbing wall Indoor softball/baseball batting cages and practice area 6/12/2019 12:15 PM

655 Comment / Sentiment There really should be a facility North Bowmanville, not south. Please
consider location. There are so many residents in North Bowmanville now and it can take 10-15
minutes to get to baseline.

6/12/2019 12:14 PM

656 Other Mini Putt 6/12/2019 12:10 PM

657 Other Indoor driving range 6/12/2019 12:00 PM

658 Design/Layout adequate parking lot brightly lit parking lot for night time parking and safety issues 6/12/2019 11:06 AM

659 Design/Layout adequate parking lot brightly lit parking lot for night time parking and safety issues 6/12/2019 11:03 AM

660 Lobby/Admin Other Children's play area (age 0-4) with attached cafeteria (where parents can
sit and have a drink / bite, while kids are playing.

6/12/2019 9:45 AM
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661 Aquatics Fitness / Wellness Bowmanville is lacking a true full featured fitness facility. Having a
fitness gym with amenities like swimming pool, steam room etc would fill a void lacking in the area
even in the privately owned fitness centers like good life or planet fitness do not offer a full fitness
center experience with those additional amenities. I would be the first to join if that became
available.

6/12/2019 9:16 AM

662 Ice Other Walking Track I feel the library would get more use if it was connected with the ice
rink. I would also love to see a walking track to encourage fitness in our community.

6/12/2019 9:04 AM

663 Comment / Sentiment NA 6/12/2019 9:04 AM

664 Other Jump into kindergarten, other activities and classes for preschoolers 6/12/2019 8:56 AM

665 Other Indoor baseball facilities, batting cages 6/12/2019 8:37 AM

666 Other An indoor baseball facility is needed. Clarington lags our peers in facilities in this area.
Some type of turf field, batting cages, etc would be ideal.

6/12/2019 8:36 AM

667 Other Consider expanding indoor soccer facilities (mini field?) 6/12/2019 8:28 AM

668 Other Main concern is the library that I hope we see there. 6/12/2019 8:15 AM

669 Aquatics Outdoor Space Playground/park outdoors, Pool indoors and outdoors, 6/12/2019 8:11 AM

670 Aquatics I'd love to see a pool available for lane swimming more regularly. The current
schedules in the area are limited and I'd love to be able to utilize them more often!

6/12/2019 8:11 AM

671 Ice Clarington needs a facility comparable to the City of Oshawa Legends Centre/Delpark
Homes, for a growing municipality we do not have a multipurpose facility to meet the growing
needs of the community. I live in Newcastle and the Diane Hamre Recreation Complex is great but
not making it with ice pads seems like a short time solution to a future community need, I urge
Clarington officials to consider the demands of Bowmanville and surrounding area and push for a
fully multipurpose facility, the cost will resolve a long need for its community members.

6/12/2019 8:02 AM

672 Walking Track We also need an outdoor track. Not a stone one; but a real one. My Bf is invovled
in track and he has to drive to Oshawa or Brighton to use anoutdoor track. We have some stone /
pebble ones around, but not an actual track. This could bring in money to the community if done
correctly; we could hold OFSSA, MTA, etc meets.. Perfect location as well with the two new hotels
right there.

6/12/2019 6:54 AM

673 Aquatics Other Walking Track We desperately need something in south Bowmanville;
however, you need to address the traffic on Baseline Road....The 50 K/Hr speed limit is usually
70+. If we have more traffic walking or riding to this location, it makes it all the more important to
correct the traffic leniency. An indoor walking track and a pool are a must !! I would like to see a
squash court as well. Don't think an arena is as important; and if so, just one pad is fine.

6/12/2019 6:50 AM

674 Other Bowling alley 6/12/2019 6:03 AM

675 Comment / Sentiment I work on the road very frequently and often utilize the work stations at
public libraries. Many communities have set up dedicated work stations with acres to printers and
wifi. When stopped to utilize these stations I also purchase lunch, gas, accommodations in the
small towns. It allows us to bring big business to small towns. The town of minden has this
completely figured out

6/12/2019 4:33 AM

676 Other Tennis courts 6/12/2019 3:17 AM

677 Other Tennis courts 6/12/2019 3:11 AM

678 Fitness / Wellness We need a gym with classes. Tried of driving 6/12/2019 2:47 AM

679 Comment / Sentiment Add fitness centre to south Courtice arena as well 6/12/2019 12:04 AM

680 Aquatics swimming pool and hot tub. 6/11/2019 6:56 PM

681 Outdoor Space Outdoor rink 6/11/2019 6:40 PM

682 Aquatics Hot tub - very hot like at South Oshawa Pool and lots of agitation not like the lack of
agitation at the Delpark Pool

6/11/2019 6:31 PM

683 Ice More then 2 rinks would be amazing. 6/11/2019 6:29 PM

684 Comment / Sentiment I think we should split the money evenly on all the existing facilities
instead of making a new one

6/11/2019 6:03 PM
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685 Walking Track A walking track is most important . One for seniors only ! 6/11/2019 6:02 PM

686 Outdoor Space Childrens programing/play space. Skating trail. Accessible modern playground. 6/11/2019 5:51 PM

687 Other Tennis courts! 6/11/2019 5:50 PM

688 Ice Twin ice pad in Newcastle!!! 6/11/2019 5:36 PM

689 Lobby/Admin Mini sticks arena for siblings to play 6/11/2019 5:27 PM

690 Comment / Sentiment Why not connect all this to a badly needed new senior/high school? 6/11/2019 5:13 PM

691 Multi-purpose Bookable small and large meeting spaces. 6/11/2019 4:32 PM

692 Other Rock climbing walls would be a good asset. 6/11/2019 2:14 PM

693 Aquatics Ice Outdoor Space A free outdoor pool would be amazing a lot of these in Toronto
and outdoor skating rink we need something for our families where they can be families again

6/11/2019 2:05 PM

694 Multi-purpose Rental hall/space 6/11/2019 1:56 PM

695 Ice I love in Newcastle and we are separate for ice time. By including twin ice pads it can support
getting bowmanville teams out of the Newcastle arena and back to Bowmanville- which will make
Newcastle kids and parents happy.

6/11/2019 1:31 PM

696 Other Indoor Golf Dome 6/11/2019 12:53 PM

697 Other Fullsized turf field 6/11/2019 12:12 PM

698 Other Museum space !! 6/11/2019 11:13 AM

699 Comment / Sentiment I think it is critical that as part of the build walking and biking paths and trail
are a priority to link to the site, and into other trails and parts of town. Ideally there would also be
access to the south side of the 401, either under via a large tunnel, or a pedestrian/bike over pass.

6/11/2019 10:56 AM

700 Other full size field indoor 6/11/2019 10:54 AM

701 Design/Layout Parking with electric vehicle charging stations would be amazing. 6/11/2019 10:37 AM

702 Aquatics The facility must meet the recreational needs of the whole community......seniors,
children, adults and the disabled. A heated pool would facilitate the need to exercise for seniors
and the disabled.

6/11/2019 9:52 AM

703 Other Hello This is . We have a small
satellite location in Bowmanville at Knox School currently. We expect to outgrow that space and
would be interested in discussing if satellite space could be possible in this new facility I can be
reached at  or 

6/11/2019 9:41 AM

704 Aquatics Multi-purpose Would definitely, definitely LOVE a pool for lane swimming, etc and a
library would be awesome. A rentable community hall/room/meeting area would be beneficial.
(similar to the Courtice Community Centre hall)

6/11/2019 9:23 AM

705 Multi-purpose Room booking for seminars or classes 6/11/2019 9:16 AM

706 Comment / Sentiment Facility similar to Legends. 6/11/2019 9:13 AM

707 Other Museum space !! 6/11/2019 8:59 AM

708 Ice A fully accessible facility with programming for individuals to play sledge hockey, wheelchair
basketball, etc. would be a great benefit to our community and attract people from many different
areas to Bowmanville.

6/11/2019 8:22 AM

709 Aquatics Multi-purpose Definitely need a space for Fitness classes. The majority are currently
offered in Courtice and since the most densely populated area of Clarington is Bowmanville, there
should be a facility that offers more options for fitness classes, both adult and teen/children. There
needs to be something for the teenagers to do, other than hang around and get into trouble. An
indoor track would be great, for those who have a difficult time getting out in the winter, when it is
icy. There is already an excellent library in town so another one isn't necessary, and to put
Clarington Tourism in the same spot I think would be too congested. This facility should focus on
Recreation. A large pool would also be an excellent addition to the facility, and again it would
provide more options for kids and teens as well as adults.

6/11/2019 7:20 AM

710 Other Larger preschool program room with age appropriate amenities (equipment, washroom
facilities, use of storage space etc)

6/11/2019 7:09 AM
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711 Other Drop in daycare facility. This would be helpful for parents looking to get active but unable
to participate due to lack of childcare options. It would also be helpful for parents with multiple
children that are required to participate in an activity with one of their children (ie. swimming
lessons).

6/11/2019 6:12 AM

712 Lobby/Admin I like the idea of having a concession stand at the facility as well. 6/11/2019 6:09 AM

713 Design/Layout Other Ample parking! And fully accessible options for any pool, ice, or fitness
facilities. Plus mini-office spaces to lease out to other organizations (like Big Brothers Big Sisters,
John Howard, etc.) and give them better spaces, plus a more consolidated area (community hub!)
for residents to access services.

6/11/2019 6:06 AM

714 Design/Layout Lots of parking and walking/biking trails, and a couple direct bus routes that will
make it easy for everyone to get to the new facility.

6/11/2019 6:04 AM

715 Other rock wall/ squash courts 6/11/2019 5:59 AM

716 Other There are a number of baseball organizations in Clarington that need a place to workout in
the winter time, some where with enough space to throw a baseball, cages for hitting and do some
running and stretching.

6/11/2019 5:58 AM

717 Other Turf outside on the football field. 6/11/2019 5:57 AM

718 Fitness / Wellness We really need a gym in Bowmanville. Courtice gym is beautiful and the staff
are so good but it would be nicer to be closer to home in Bowmanville.

6/11/2019 5:56 AM

719 Lobby/Admin Snack counter or independent kiosk (Tim Horton's, Coffee Time) 6/11/2019 5:45 AM

720 Gymnasium Outdoor Space Basketball courts, outdoor skating rink, waverly area has no splash
pad for the kids in the area.

6/11/2019 5:28 AM

721 Multi-purpose Evening preschool programming. Youth games/entertainment room. 6/11/2019 5:07 AM

722 Other Tennis court 6/11/2019 4:34 AM

723 Fitness / Wellness Space for group fitness classes. Proper flooring and mirrored walls. 6/11/2019 4:04 AM

724 Aquatics Ice Multi-purpose Facility like Diane Hamre, to accommodate more recreational
programs for children/adults, pool & ice rinks is a must!

6/11/2019 3:55 AM

725 Comment / Sentiment What about a new Arena in Newcastle where its needed ... 6/11/2019 3:33 AM

726 Aquatics Pool for sure 6/11/2019 3:20 AM

727 Aquatics We definitely need a proper family pool in Bowmanville. Alan strike does not meet our
needs as a growing community. We need to be able to offer proper programming. We have a
membership with Oshawa, because of the poor swimming and skating offerings here in Clarington.
Many others I speak to say the same.

6/11/2019 3:12 AM

728 Other Outdoor tennis court 6/11/2019 2:42 AM

729 Lobby/Admin Outdoor Space Snack bar/concession stand. Outdoor playground. 6/11/2019 2:16 AM

730 Other SOCCER FIELDS 6/10/2019 10:58 PM

731 Other Classes - arts 6/10/2019 7:59 PM

732 Aquatics Competition Swimming Pool 6/10/2019 7:59 PM

733 Gymnasium Please a decent place for indoor basketball 6/10/2019 7:52 PM

734 Multi-purpose Not a youth centre 6/10/2019 7:24 PM

735 Aquatics Multi-purpose Other More weekend/evening swimming class, activities, programs for
pre-schooler. More indoor sports program for kids. On-site daycare for parents that need a little
time for themselves. A quite study area for students, reading area for the public. A room/s to rent
for occassions.

6/10/2019 7:12 PM

736 Other After school activities that parents can register their children for to keep active. 6/10/2019 7:10 PM

737 Other Tennis courts Or other court sports 6/10/2019 6:57 PM

738 Other Tennis courts, indoor if funda or grants available 6/10/2019 6:46 PM

739 Outdoor Space Outdoor climber and splash pad 6/10/2019 6:39 PM
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740 Aquatics Gymnasium Multi-purpose I want to see more areas for youth to be active. Rather
than have youth wandering streets or hanging in public parks, lets give the safe places to swim,
play basketball, drop in gymnasium and outdoor turf. A pool will help with families needing lessons
too which I read programs are in desperate need.

6/10/2019 6:25 PM

741 Other Arts and cultural programs 6/10/2019 6:22 PM

742 Aquatics Ice Would love to see a facility similar to Legends Center in Oshawa. I currently go to
the YMCA in oshawa because they have a pool and fitness programs, would love to have a facility
closer to home. The ice pads would be great for my Sons hockey. We currently drive to Courtice
for 98% of all hockey games.

6/10/2019 6:19 PM

743 Gymnasium Indoor gym with basketball courts. 6/10/2019 6:16 PM

744 Gymnasium Indoor basketball and volleyball courts, similar facilities to a high school gymnasium. 6/10/2019 6:15 PM

745 Multi-purpose Youth centre 6/10/2019 6:04 PM

746 Other space for a farmer's market 6/10/2019 6:03 PM

747 Aquatics Fitness / Wellness For any aqua facility, please consider having it open to the public
throughout the entire day. The current system to use only in set times leaves families unable to
attend and looking for things to do, especially in inclement weather. By having waterslides,
wavepool, lap pool, and training facility you ca accommodate all looking to use and bring in
additional visitors to the region as there is no other facility like that nearby!

6/10/2019 6:02 PM

748 Ice Ice rink 6/10/2019 6:01 PM

749 Aquatics Have the aqua facility open during the day so that people can use it, instead of limiting
hours to 1 -2 hour blocks of time.

6/10/2019 5:59 PM

750 Fitness / Wellness I would love a facility that supports programming for adults and kids at the
same time! So many of us take our kids to activities, then sit and watch. I would much rather be
able to go to the gym or a fitness class or another adult activity while my kid is being active!

6/10/2019 5:32 PM

751 Ice Single ice pad so other amenities can also be included. 6/10/2019 5:31 PM

752 Comment / Sentiment Something for kids who don't play hockey! Programs for kids aged 10 and
up who are not interested in hockey.

6/10/2019 5:29 PM

753 Aquatics Fitness / Wellness Other Programs for youth in the community, fitness classes,
swimming, library

6/10/2019 5:27 PM

754 Comment / Sentiment Why are all tax dollars directed to urban areas. Clarington has a large
rural population and the citizens in this area have zero facilities and programming. Urbanization
seems to be the only priority in this municipality. Very disappointing.

6/10/2019 5:26 PM

755 Other more indoor turf with better seating for spectators 6/10/2019 5:26 PM

756 Aquatics Ice A wave pool would bring people from all around. I think the rink should be fully
accessible, so that groups like sledge hockey came be welcome. I was amazed at a rural arena
that was fully accessible. Such a simple design plan that can include everyone.

6/10/2019 5:19 PM

757 Aquatics 100% an indoor pool with an area for children with a water feature and a water slide
would be a nice addition

6/10/2019 5:08 PM

758 Aquatics Fitness / Wellness Sauna, hot tub - public/lane swims with more flexible hours,
aquafit classes during weekends or after-work hours. Fitness centre with beginner level classes.

6/10/2019 5:05 PM

759 Other FULL indoor turf field 6/10/2019 5:01 PM

760 Other Another indoor soccer pitch with better seating for spectators. Also an outdoor turf like the
one in Courtice would be great. The amount of soccer programs that run one pitch is not enough

6/10/2019 5:01 PM

761 Fitness / Wellness Gymnasium Walking Track I'd love to see a combination fitness
centre/gymnasium/indoor track but with space for child minding. A place where my child can be
looked after while I exercise.

6/10/2019 4:53 PM

762 Aquatics Yes! A tot pool!! :) 6/10/2019 4:49 PM

763 Multi-purpose Youth centre 6/10/2019 4:45 PM

764 Comment / Sentiment Please be sure to consider transit, sidewalks and bike paths to get there -
we need to consider reducing our reliance on cars and encourage people to be active.

6/10/2019 4:29 PM
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765 Lobby/Admin Also a great snack bar/coffee shop. Something similar to Legends in oshawa
would be Fantastic for our growing community

6/10/2019 4:13 PM

766 Lobby/Admin Multi-purpose A snack bar, a youth recreation space (somewhere for kids to
"hang out" without feeling the need to buy french fries or an over prices smoothie/coffee), possibly
a YMCA type program, so that adults could use the fitness facilities and their children could be in
supervised activity room.

6/10/2019 4:11 PM

767 Other Baseball diamonds, soccer fields 6/10/2019 4:03 PM

768 Ice Three ice pads. One ice pad all year long. Two that switch from ice to floor in the summer.
Ball hockey, lacrosse and multiuse.

6/10/2019 4:03 PM

769 Aquatics Gymnasium Lobby/Admin Multi-purpose Other We very much like the Belleville
facility that encompasses all sports. There is a walking/running track up above the ice pads, it has
a pool but a 50 meter pool would be better, squash and basketball courts and physiotherapy
services. Molded seats instead of benches are a must. A spot for vendors and a variety of food
choices would also be great. Solar panels on the roof to make some revenue. Multiple entrances
so that it is easy to get to the activity you are attending would make it easier for families and
seniors. The bus route should take you to a main entrance. Seniors programs would also be great.
This has the potential to be something really great for our community and would draw a great
variety of sports to Clarington and generate some excellent revenue. I would rather save a little
longer and make it really great rather than make something that is just ok or needs to keep getting
added on to. Thanks for allowing us to contribute our thoughts!

6/10/2019 3:57 PM

770 Other Outdoor Space Indoor climbing wall. Outdoor warrior course. 6/10/2019 3:56 PM

771 Other Baseball and soccer fields with appropriate drainage. 6/10/2019 3:55 PM

772 Other Walking Track I would love to see the walking track around the top of the arena like
Cobourg. I would live to see a mini stick set up for like Orillia. An indoor climbing wall would be
awesome.

6/10/2019 3:54 PM

773 Comment / Sentiment Ferris wheel 6/10/2019 3:52 PM

774 Multi-purpose Outdoor Space A new modern outdoor green space for kids of all ages. With
equipment to not only challenge them but be fun. (Rock climbing, cargo nets and a large play
structure with slides, etc) something not like any park in the region. Also programs rooms and
activities for adults. (Cocktail class, cooking, fitness, etc)

6/10/2019 3:36 PM

775 Aquatics Other We NEED a great pool in Bowmanville - I am so tired of having to take the kids
to Newcastle, Courtice or even Legends or GL Roberts in Oshawa. I get we have Alan Strike, but
the is not a fun place for kids. We need a HOT hot tub, not luke warm. Rickard should be added
on to for more arenas, or add on to South courtice. Keeping the rinks together makes sense for
tournaments. Or, make a new, bigger rink in Newcastle at Diane Hamre. We should be modelled
after Courtice or Legends/Delpark - everything in 1 stop. I like the idea of the library moving there
for accessibility - parking is awful downtown and no convenient. WE NEED A POOL!!!!!

6/10/2019 3:36 PM

776 Ice A minimum of 2 ice pads to meet the needs of the community. 6/10/2019 3:28 PM

777 Comment / Sentiment Keep the existing softball and hardball diamonds. 6/10/2019 3:27 PM

778 Fitness / Wellness Walking Track We definitely need fitness and walking facilities 6/10/2019 3:17 PM

779 Aquatics Gymnasium Lobby/Admin Other Baseball courts would be essential! A library
Branch would be nice too. Swimming pool is also an essential. Access to computers. Food options
if nothing nearby. Phone charging stations with push-button lock system. Lockers.

6/10/2019 3:15 PM

780 Fitness / Wellness Other Child care for the fitness centre but active for them as well :) 6/10/2019 3:14 PM

781 Comment / Sentiment Glad you surveyed! Can you please define the different terms more
clearly? (e.g., fitness centre vs gym). Tourism office does not need new diggs. Tourism staff do not
actually do tourism - they only “promote the Clarington brand” on the backs of people who actually
put on tourism events. You want Tourism staff to start doing tourism? Then you can give them
new diggs in a multi million dollar facility. I would be all for that.

6/10/2019 3:10 PM

782 Lobby/Admin I’ve seen many communities have a mini stick rink inside the arena - a space for
kids to play mini stick hockey while their sibling is on ice... a fantastic idea I hope Clarington will
consider

6/10/2019 3:07 PM
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783 Aquatics Fitness / Wellness Walking Track Salt water therapeutic pool. Updated fitness
center. Proper flooring in group fitness studio. Turf training area for athletes. Full sized running
track. Abilities center in Whitby has a great set up.

6/10/2019 3:06 PM

784 Multi-purpose Other Would be cool to have flexible space that would allow for public
educational programming like a kitchen space for cooking and meal prep classes -

6/10/2019 2:57 PM

785 Comment / Sentiment Early morning hours and late hours. 6/10/2019 2:57 PM

786 Aquatics Other Outdoor pool Mini putt 6/10/2019 2:49 PM

787 Aquatics Other Outdoor pool Mini putt 6/10/2019 2:48 PM

788 Other Need more summer camp space and programs 6/10/2019 2:28 PM

789 Multi-purpose We need class (not fitness) and activities for adults 20-55 yrs old 6/10/2019 2:20 PM

790 Other Climbing wall 6/10/2019 2:19 PM

791 Other -Rock wall 6/10/2019 1:46 PM

792 Aquatics Swimming for adults at a reasonable time such as 6 pm. 6/10/2019 1:27 PM

793 Aquatics Comment / Sentiment Clarington needs more accessible play options for children. We
have a large community of kids with all abilities that is not being catered to. A lift into the pool that
can accomodate non mobile people, adaptive gym and play equipment, accepting spaces. It is SO
needed here.

6/10/2019 1:27 PM

794 Aquatics A water slide! 6/10/2019 1:22 PM

795 Fitness / Wellness Fitness classes like Newcastle and Courtice. 6/10/2019 1:13 PM

796 Comment / Sentiment Newcastle recreation Centre needs a fitness equipment area 6/10/2019 1:12 PM

797 Walking Track Please make an indoor running track so parents can exercise while their kids play
hockey. We currently have indoor walking but no running space

6/10/2019 1:09 PM

798 Other It would be great to have a "short term" daycare or child care centre for parents wanting to
go for a swim or workout. :)

6/10/2019 1:09 PM

799 Outdoor Space AN outdoor playground with splash pad for children 6/10/2019 1:07 PM

800 Other 1-Rock climbing wall/ area 2-American Ninja Warrior type training course 3-Martial Arts
area (rubberized flooring) that can also be used for yoga classes

6/10/2019 1:01 PM

801 Other Squash courts. 6/10/2019 12:40 PM

802 Comment / Sentiment No 6/10/2019 12:38 PM

803 Comment / Sentiment Day time activities for children right now we either have to go to Courtice
or Newcastle and not everyone drives.

6/10/2019 12:33 PM

804 Fitness / Wellness Speciality fitness classes. 6/10/2019 12:29 PM

805 Other We really need another indoor soccer field. A tennis court would also be a nice addition to
the space.

6/10/2019 12:12 PM

806 Lobby/Admin free wifi access cafe during peak periods with seating Clarington really needs this
facility to be in the north end not south.

6/10/2019 12:07 PM

807 Lobby/Admin food court 6/10/2019 12:06 PM

808 Fitness / Wellness Adult fitness classes during the day More kids rec program in the evening.
Keep up the awesome work, excited for a new facility!

6/10/2019 12:02 PM

809 Fitness / Wellness Just the ones stated in the survey. Fitness centre for sure. The success of
planet fitness and orange theory proves the numbers are there

6/10/2019 11:44 AM

810 Multi-purpose Senior Centre 6/10/2019 11:42 AM

811 Aquatics Our family of 6 is excited to see what's put in, we would definitely get the most use of a
pool! 

6/10/2019 11:18 AM

812 Aquatics Our family of 6 is excited to see what's put in, we would definitely get the most use of a
pool! 

6/10/2019 11:18 AM
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813 Fitness / Wellness Fitness classes -- right now I have to travel to Courtice or Newcastle if I want
to attend a class.

6/10/2019 11:07 AM

814 Aquatics Fitness / Wellness Gymnasium Lobby/Admin Walking Track Would love to see
an indoor splash play pad for toddlers. Large indoor gymnasium for rentals and pickleball. Should
have a small café just to provide coffee/tea for parents waiting for children in parties, programs or
rentals. Full canteen not necessarily needed. Another Fitness Centre besides CCC is needed.
Designated walking track would be nice above perimeter of the facility so it is available at any time
without disruption to the programming.

6/10/2019 11:03 AM

815 Comment / Sentiment Newcastle needs a fitness centre sooner than later. Bowmanville has
existing facilities

6/10/2019 5:58 AM

816 Multi-purpose Additional Youth centre area or cultural space (multicultural, LGBTQ+ safe space
etc)

6/10/2019 3:48 AM

817 Gymnasium Pickleball Courts....do you have any idea how this community of people are
expanding. The fast growing sport in North America.

6/9/2019 5:46 PM

818 Lobby/Admin Other Play structure that my children can use year round. Starbucks or some
other real chain

6/9/2019 5:30 PM

819 Gymnasium Pickleball courts 6/9/2019 5:04 PM

820 Gymnasium It would be nice to have some indoor and outdoor pickleball courts! 6/9/2019 4:51 PM

821 Gymnasium Pickleball 6/9/2019 4:16 PM

822 Gymnasium Courts for indoor pickleball and outdoor pickleball. This is one of the fastest growing
sport for seniors and adolescents. Some facilities have 4 courts, which are not keeping up with the
demands for the sport already. My suggestion would be for 6 or more courts.

6/9/2019 3:26 PM

823 Gymnasium Pickleball Courts. It is social, physical, easy to learn, inexpensive, ALL ages can
play it, it can be recreational and competitive , plus it is the fastest growing sport in North America.

6/9/2019 3:09 PM

824 Outdoor Space Outdoor splash pad 6/9/2019 2:11 PM

825 Outdoor Space Outdoor splash pad 6/9/2019 2:11 PM

826 Gymnasium Pickleball 6/9/2019 12:49 PM

827 Gymnasium We need.pickleball..great sport for ALL ages ...great senior sport as well as for the
young

6/9/2019 11:58 AM

828 Gymnasium We need.pickleball..great sport for ALL ages ...great senior sport as well as for the
young

6/9/2019 11:56 AM

829 Gymnasium We need pickleball courts. this sport is the fastest growing sport in north america. 6/9/2019 11:52 AM

830 Outdoor Space A turf field outside and a dog park. 6/9/2019 11:45 AM

831 Gymnasium Pickleball indoor and outdoor This a growing sports for ALL AGES 6/9/2019 11:42 AM

832 Gymnasium Most definitely more indoor courts and outdoor courts dedicated to PICKLEBALL.
This is the fastest growing sport in the country, and as such should get the space it deserves.

6/9/2019 11:35 AM

833 Gymnasium Pickleball Courts, both indoor and outdoor. 6/9/2019 10:52 AM

834 Gymnasium Indoor and outdoor pickleball courts the sport is growing the nearest outdoor court is
in Whitby and it is busy I live in Courtice I believe we have enough players locally that would take
advantage of it. I don’t know if any indoor spacific courts

6/9/2019 10:34 AM
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835 Gymnasium We desperately need indoor and outdoor PICKLEBALL courts for this amazing
multigenerational sports that is the fastest growing sport in North America. It is absolutely addictive
and is a fun and inexpensive game that brings everyone together regardless of age, race etc etc..
Please can we personally speak to someone who will listen? My friend  and I have
been lobbying people for months from the city and recreation departments but are not getting
anywhere. Unfortunately I can’t attend the meeting on 18th June because I will be at a Pickleball
awards banquet in Ajax. We have support for a local Pickleball initiative from The Pickleball
Association of Ontario and we’d love to speak to someone who could help. Please contact me 

 I guarantee that there are people that will fill the courts even if you built
10+  ”Build them and They Will Come” We also have competitions and Tournaments all over the
province and it would bring players to our community to enjoy everything we have to offer in our
own backyard. These are exciting times for our community. I’ve lived in Courtice for 26 years and
am excited to see the progress in getting people away from their artificial lives on social media and
enjoying socializing with real people.

6/9/2019 6:16 AM

836 Fitness / Wellness Walking Track Definitely a walking track and fitness centre. These have
been long overdue in Clarington especially with the aging population. Not everyone wants to play
hockey.

6/9/2019 4:00 AM

837 Lobby/Admin Perhaps it would include some kind of cafe/bistro area and/or casual dining area. 6/8/2019 4:52 PM

838 Ice Yes a four pad arena, not just a twin pad. There is not enough ice and we desperately need
more. It’s ridiculous that families have to drive to Oshawa for practices.

6/8/2019 3:08 PM

839 Fitness / Wellness Other Child care for the gym 6/8/2019 9:17 AM

840 Other Space for the museum and arts. Indoor playground for kids 6/8/2019 6:13 AM

841 Other Museum space 6/8/2019 4:25 AM

842 Comment / Sentiment I think you have covered it all. It would be a great addition to the growing
Clarington community.

6/8/2019 3:51 AM

843 Lobby/Admin Snack bar and drinks, no alcohol 6/8/2019 3:48 AM

844 Comment / Sentiment N/a 6/8/2019 2:16 AM

845 Comment / Sentiment I would love to see some of these features expanded into Newcastle’s
Diane Harme centre.

6/8/2019 1:06 AM

846 Multi-purpose Seniors center. 6/7/2019 7:16 PM

847 Outdoor Space Nice trails surrounding it. Bike lanes and sidewalks leading to it. A playground
close-by with lots of shade for young children to play in during the day. Benches with shade
overhead outside of building. Inside, allow for causal gather of friends and family with tables and
chairs.

6/7/2019 7:05 PM

848 Fitness / Wellness Fitness studio 6/7/2019 7:04 PM

849 Aquatics Walking Track Would be so thrilled to have an indoor track & a nice swimming facility
�

6/7/2019 6:54 PM

850 Comment / Sentiment N/A 6/7/2019 6:30 PM

851 Aquatics Fitness / Wellness I'm would just love to see a fitness center in Bowmanville, larger
than courtice and with space for classes. We really don't need more ice rinks, but a new pool
would be amazing

6/7/2019 6:03 PM

852 Fitness / Wellness Group fitness programs. 6/7/2019 5:11 PM

853 Fitness / Wellness Facility for spin classes 6/7/2019 4:58 PM

854 Ice Instead of 2 full ice pads, put 1 full and 2 mini pads that can be used for young ages and
specific training such as goalie skills

6/7/2019 4:50 PM

855 Other Museum space 6/7/2019 4:39 PM

856 Other I’d love to see some museum space too! 6/7/2019 4:36 PM

857 Other Museum space 6/7/2019 4:32 PM

858 Other how about a local history museum? 6/7/2019 4:31 PM
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859 Comment / Sentiment Location between Newcastle and bowmanville since newcastle does not
have a fitness centre

6/7/2019 4:24 PM

860 Other Museum interpretive exhibit space 6/7/2019 4:13 PM

861 Lobby/Admin On-site cafe 6/7/2019 3:54 PM

862 Other Performing arts space - portable theatre style seating eg) St Francis Centre in Ajax Art
exhibition space Conference/meeting space

6/7/2019 3:28 PM

863 Lobby/Admin Small cafe for patrons of the rec centre 6/7/2019 3:15 PM

864 Other Indoor turf field 6/7/2019 1:34 PM

865 Outdoor Space Small outdoor area for kids summer and March break programs. 6/7/2019 1:19 PM

866 Ice Lobby/Admin If twin pad arena is to be included, space should be dedicated to allow for
proper player warmup activities so that teams do not disturb other patrons. Consider mini stick
area in lobby near ice pads for younger siblings (see Quinte Health and Wellness Centre for
example) Centralize as many recreational activities on site as possible to potentially make it easier
for families to coordinate schedules for multiple children. If you’re going to do this, do it right! Don’t
just settle for the cheapest options! Make a point of reaching out to local hockey, aquatic, figures
skating, seniors organizations, etc. to make sure as many needs/wants as possible are
addressed.

6/7/2019 1:14 PM

867 Aquatics Diving board Parkour area 6/7/2019 1:00 PM

868 Aquatics A large zero entry swimming pool like the pool in south oshawa. More programming for
0-6 year olds.

6/7/2019 12:54 PM

869 Aquatics Handicap accessible lift for pool. Non gender accessible washrooms. Handicap
accessible fitness equipment and programs.

6/7/2019 12:46 PM

870 Aquatics Swimming pool 6/7/2019 12:46 PM

871 Comment / Sentiment N/A 6/7/2019 12:34 PM

872 Outdoor Space Dog park 6/7/2019 12:32 PM
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	Q1 Rate how strongly you agree or disagree with each of the following components we are considering to include in the new South Bowmanville Recreation Centre.
	Q2 Do you want to see other amenities or features included? If so, please list them below.



